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Synopsis

The work presented in this thesis is based on the study of physical properties of Fe-

Rh and related pseudobinary alloys, which show interesting functionalities governed

by a temperature and magnetic field induced first order magneto-structural phase

transition. The nearly equiatomic Fe-Rh alloy is known to undergo a first order phase

transition during heating from an antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic state slightly

above room temperature and a second order transition from the ferromagnetic to

paramagnetic state at about 675 K.1 The alloy system initially generated interest

because magnetization measurements showed an anomalously large magnetic moment

in the ferromagnetic phase.1 The magnetization measurements indicated that the Rh

atom must be carrying a magnetic moment in the ferromagnetic phase,1 which was

later verified by neutron scattering experiments2 and ab-initio calculations.3,4

The Fe-Rh alloy has a CsCl type crystal structure in the low-temperature antifer-

romagnetic phase. The same structure is retained in the high-temperature ferromag-

netic phase with a 1% discontinuous increase of volume.5 The discontinuous volume

change can also be induced by the application of magnetic field.5 It was reported

that the ferromagnetic phase had an excess entropy, which was attributed to the

increase in magnetic entropy over the lattice entropy.6 The magnetic and electrical

transport properties of the nearly equiatomic alloys showed that the antiferromag-

netic to ferromagnetic transition temperature TN and the transition field HM are

extremely sensitive to the Rh concentration.7 Addition of small amount of Ni and Pd
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shifts the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition to lower temperatures and

magnetic fields.8 The magnetic transition which is coupled to a structural change

prompted pump-probe experiments using femtosecond laser pulses to determine if

the lattice distortion drives the magnetic transition or vice-versa.9,10 It was shown in

these measurements that the instability in the magnetic lattice drives the structural

transition.

While most of the attention was focused on the microscopic origin of the temper-

ature and magnetic field induced antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition and

the exact nature of the magnetic structure in both the phases, the technological im-

portance of the alloy was also explored. A technologically important functionality

like the giant magnetocaloric effect was reported near room temperature.11,12 A large

adiabatic temperature change of more than 12 K for a magnetic field excursion of

nearly 2 T was observed.11 The other functionalities that were observed near room

temperature were the giant elastocaloric effect,13 giant magnetostriction,14 and giant

magnetoresistance.15 Artificial structures made from FeRh/FePt have been proposed

for thermally assisted magnetic recording media.16 We now believe that such wide

range of functionalities of this alloy system arises due to the underlying first order

magneto-structural phase transition close to room temperature.

It was reported earlier that though the Fe-Rh alloy shows a wide range of impor-

tant functional properties, some functionalities like the giant magnetocaloric effect

vanish after the first field cycle.12,17,18 In this work we solve this long-standing problem

and show that the possible role of phase coexistence (and associated metastability)

across the first order magneto-structural transition in tuning the functional properties

of this material has largely gone unnoticed. Such phase coexistence and associated

metastability across the first order magneto-structural transition in Fe-Rh alloys give

rise to interesting thermomagnetic history effects. We also argue that such thermo-

magnetic history effects that arise across a disorder influenced first order transition
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are actually generic to any other first order transition induced by both temperature

and magnetic field and are not limited to only the Fe-Rh system. We clearly show

that the vanishing of the giant magnetocaloric effect in Fe-Rh was a misinterpreta-

tion of the thermomagnetic history effects which are expected to occur across any

first order transition driven by two variables like temperature and magnetic field.

Our work presented in the thesis highlights that, apart from having a large value of

the functional property (e.g. magnetocaloric effect or magnetostriction), it is neces-

sary to understand the nucleation and growth mechanism across a first order phase

transition, if such materials are to be used for reproducible technological applications

under multiple temperature or magnetic field cycles. With this brief introduction to

the statement of the problem, we now summarize the layout of the proposed thesis.

Chapter 1 of the thesis deals with a brief review on the phenomenology of first

order phase transitions,19,20 as most of our work presented here is based on the un-

derstanding of first order phase transitions. The Ehrenfest scheme of classification

of phase transitions and some features of the Landau theory of phase transitions are

discussed. The origin of hysteresis across a first order transition is discussed within

the framework of the Landau theory and the limits of metastability (supercooling

and superheating) are understood.20 The influence of disorder on a first order phase

transition and in particular on the nature of the hysteresis loop across a first order

phase transition are also discussed qualitatively.21 A review of existing literature on

the Fe-Rh alloy system is carried out. The chapter then concludes by mentioning the

plan of the rest of the thesis and highlighting the motivation behind this work.

Chapter 2 discusses the experimental methods used for obtaining the results pre-

sented in this work. The samples were prepared using argon arc melting furnace, and

were then characterized using x-ray diffraction, and a scanning electron microscope

equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy. The ac susceptibility as a function

of temperature in the range from 78 K to 350 K was measured with a homemade
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apparatus using liquid nitrogen as cryogen. The dc magnetization as a function of

applied magnetic field and temperature was measured using a commercial SQUID

magnetometer and a vibrating sample magnetometer. Linear strain as a function of

temperature and magnetic field was measured in two homemade set-ups which were

developed earlier in our laboratory.22 Phase coexistence across the magneto-structural

transition in the parent Fe-Rh alloy was imaged on a sub-micrometre length scale us-

ing magnetic force microscopy. The working principles of each of these instruments

are discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 3 focuses on our work on the local imaging (a feature size of a few

tens of nano metres) of the first order magneto-structural transition in the parent

Fe48Rh52 alloy using magnetic force microscopy. Magnetic force microscopy offers a

unique tool for imaging the topography and magnetic information simultaneously as

the measurements are performed over the same scan area in two different passes (or

scans).23 The measurements were performed at a single temperature (∼ 298 K) on

the same sample which was exposed to different temperature histories. Bulk magne-

tization measurements as a function of temperature on a separate piece of the same

sample showed the onset of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition slightly

below 300 K. The first imaging measurement was performed on the sample which

was obtained from the annealing furnace after slow cooling from 1100 0C. With this

temperature history, the sample has a coexistence of the ferromagnetic and antiferro-

magnetic phases as seen from the hysteresis in temperature dependent magnetization

measurements (Manekar et al., Europhys. Lett. 80, 17004 (2007)). The magnetic

force microscope directly imaged this phase coexistence on the submicrometre scale.

The topographic signal and the magnetic information could be clearly separated out

during the measurement. This lack of correlation between the surface and the mag-

netic clusters is expected as the sample was mechanically polished before mounting it

on the measurement platform. The sample was then dipped directly in liquid nitrogen
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and brought back to the temperature of measurement. With this temperature history,

the sample is mostly in the antiferromagnetic state and very close to the onset of the

antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition (Manekar et al., Europhys. Lett. 80,

17004 (2007)). The nucleation and growth of the ferromagnetic clusters within the

largely antiferromagnetic matrix was then imaged as a function of time by scanning

periodically over the same scan area of the sample. The formation of newer nuclei of

the ferromagnetic phase and their growth at the existing nucleation centres could be

imaged directly. The changes in the topography (signifying the lattice change across

the transition) were accompanied with the changes in the magnetic structure at the

same location. The explicit imaging of the correlation between the elastic and elec-

tronic degrees of freedom in our sample enabled us to show, that a model explaining

multiscale phase coexistence in manganites which show colossal magnetoresistance,24

can be applied to other systems as well irrespective of the nature of underlying mi-

croscopic interaction (Manekar et al., Europhys. Lett. 80, 17004 (2007)). The phase

coexistence and metastability are shown to be generic features related to any first

order phase transition.

Chapter 4 builds on the results presented in Chapter 3 and attempts to gen-

eralize the concepts of nucleation and growth mechanism during a crystallization

process25 to the first order magnetic transitions which are driven by temperature and

magnetic field. The sample used for this study was (Fe0.975Ni0.025)50Rh50. The pres-

ence of phase coexistence and metastable states across the first order antiferromag-

netic to ferromagnetic transition in this sample was inferred from bulk measurements

viz. temperature dependent ac susceptibility and bulk magnetization as a function

of temperature and magnetic field. The minor hysteresis loops technique26 is used

to track and study the phase coexistence of the two competing phases across the

phase transition. Magnetic relaxation measurements show the metastable nature of

the phase being transformed. The magnetic relaxation measurements across the tem-
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perature and field driven transitions show a distinct power law which arises from the

dipolar interaction within the ferromagnetic clusters across the antiferromagnetic to

ferromagnetic and the back transformation. The relaxation measurements are used

to identify the crossover from nucleation to growth (Manekar and Roy, J. Phys.: Con-

dens. Matter 20, 325208 (2008)). In this chapter a brief discussion is carried out on

the Avrami model of nucleation and growth process during crystallization of solid from

melt.25 The evolution of the fraction of the crystalline phase from melt as a function

of time is briefly reviewed, which is popularly known as the Kolmogorov-Johnson-

Mehl-Avrami (KJMA) relation. A heuristic argument is also given for transforming

the KJMA relation as a function of time to a general relation which is a function

of temperature. While extending the KJMA relation to temperature and magnetic

field driven transitions, the central problem is the identification of the phase fraction

of the transformed phase from bulk measurements. Bulk magnetization or suscep-

tibility cannot be taken as a measure of phase fraction because the measured bulk

magnetization is a vector sum of all the local moments pointing in random directions

(Manekar et al., Europhys. Lett. 80, 17004 (2007)). We have proposed to quantify

the phase fraction by relating it to the area of the minor hysteresis loops. This idea

is based on the conjecture that different locations of the sample undergo transition at

different values of the external driving parameter and each of these locations has its

own hysteresis. This is essentially the landscape picture of transition temperatures as

proposed for manganites.24 The areas of the minor hysteresis loops as a function of

temperature and magnetic field are shown to follow the KJMA relation by replacing

time with temperature and magnetic field for the respective transitions. The KJMA

model is thus extended for temperature and magnetic field. The nucleation and

growth dynamics across a first order magnetic transition are shown to be analogous

to those of crystallization during melt (Manekar and Roy, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter

20, 325208 (2008)).
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Chapter 5 further explores into the outcome of the conjectures proposed in

Chapter 4 about the identification of phase fraction from the nature of the hys-

teresis loop across a first order transition. The sample under investigation is another

Ni doped Fe-Rh alloy with the composition of Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh, and the physical prop-

erty (or functionality) that is measured is the linear strain across the temperature

driven first order transition. A large strain of about 0.4% is observed across the

magnetostructural transition (Manekar et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 24, 216004

(2012)). The minor hysteresis loops are found to retain the memory of the last re-

versal of the temperature change, over the entire temperature range and irrespective

of the temperature history followed to reach the point of initiation. This memory

is termed as the end point memory. The smaller temperature excursion is wiped

out by a larger excursion if the larger excursion contains one of the extrema of the

smaller excursion. To explain these properties of the minor hysteresis loops, we have

proposed that the Preisach model of hysteresis (which was originally proposed for

hysteresis in ferromagnets) is a natural way to relate the picture of landscape of tran-

sition temperatures, which arises in a disorder influenced first order phase transition

(Manekar et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 24, 216004 (2012)). The basic assump-

tion of the Preisach model is that the complete hysteresis curve (also termed as the

envelope curve) can be expressed as a summation of elementary hysteresis operators

(or bistable switches) which switch between 0 to +1 at a value ‘α’ during the temper-

ature increasing cycle and back from +1 to 0 at a value ‘β’ during the temperature

decreasing cycle.27 This is the same assumption which we had proposed in chapter

4 that individual pockets of the samples have their own independent hysteresis loops

across the transition. The Preisach model for our case is able to explain the end point

memory and wiping out property of the minor hysteresis loops. However, the model

does not apply entirely for larger temperature excursions and cannot account for the

lack of congruency between the envelope curve and the minor hysteresis loops. This
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discrepancy is most probably due to a crossover from nucleation to growth across

the transition (Manekar et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 24, 216004 (2012)). Our

observations pose certain questions about the local nature of end point memory and

congruency which need further experiments at various length scales on samples pre-

pared with carefully controlled disorder. We believe that these future experiments

could provide further information which is useful for tuning the functional proper-

ties of smart materials whose applications are based on first order phase transitions.

The modeling of minor hysteresis loops allows us to predict the outcome of a tem-

perature cycle inside the hysteretic region on the basis of only a few measurements

initiated on the envelope heating curve. This observation could be quite important

for applications under multiple cycles of the external driving parameter.

Chapter 6 reports the history effects in functional properties across the first

order transition when the transition is driven by two external variables like temper-

ature and magnetic field. In the earlier chapters the discussion is mainly on the

characteristic features of a disorder influenced first order phase transition for only

those cases when the transition occurs as a function of one variable alone, i.e. time,

temperature or magnetic field. In this chapter we show that interesting thermomag-

netic history effects arise due to the broadening of the transition in the presence of

disorder. Specifically we show that the virgin magnetization curve lies outside the

envelope curve, and is lost for that particular cycle, when the isothermal field cycle

is initiated within certain temperature range of the field-temperature phase space.

These history effects are generic to any first order phase transition driven by both

magnetic field and temperature and are not limited to only Fe-Rh (Manekar and Roy,

Eur. Phys. J. B 64, 19 (2008)). We also show that these history effects in the Fe-Rh

alloy were misinterpreted to conclude that the giant magnetocaloric effect in this sys-

tem vanishes after the first field cycle. We estimate the magnetocaloric effect in the

parent Fe-Rh alloy for various histories of temperature and magnetic field and show
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that a reproducible entropy change can be achieved if the starting point of the field-

temperature cycle is chosen properly. Thus we have solved a long standing problem

in this area (Manekar and Roy, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 41, 192004 (2008)). The

understanding of these thermomagnetic history effects is used to estimate the mag-

netocaloric effect in yet another Ni doped alloy, namely Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh. We report a

very large effective refrigerant capacity of nearly 492.8 J kg−1 for a field excursion of

5 T at room temperature with the hot end at 307 K. This large effective refrigerant

capacity is probably the highest achieved yet for any material at room temperature.

The refrigerant capacity could be increased over the parent alloy by the addition of

small amount of disorder in form on Ni, because the disorder tends to broaden the

first order phase transition (Manekar and Roy, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 44, 242001

(2011)). The disorder thus plays an important role in tuning the functionality of the

materials undergoing first order phase transitions. Thermomagnetic history effects

are also reported in the giant magnetostriction across the first order transition in

Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh, which can be explained using the same understanding developed for

explaining the history effects in magnetization (Manekar et al., J. Phys.: Condens.

Matter 24, 216004 (2012)). Our results on the thermomagnetic history effects in

functional properties reported in this chapter further highlight the necessity to un-

derstand the influence of disorder, which was discussed in the earlier chapters, so as

to achieve a repeatable performance of materials whose functionalities are based on

first order phase transitions.

Chapter 7 discusses about the glassy dynamics reflected in magnetization mea-

surements across the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition during cooling in

Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh. In the earlier chapters, the discussion is about how disorder influ-

ences the functional properties of materials undergoing a first order phase transition.

By increasing the disorder even further by adding more amount of Ni, we see the

presence of glassy dynamics in magnetization measurements. The arrest of the kinet-
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ics of the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition during cooling was inferred

by observing thermomagnetic history effects in the temperature dependent magne-

tization. Magnetic relaxation measurements showed a combination of two different

kinds of metastabilities, one arising from the first order phase transition and the

second one is the stretched exponential behaviour which is typical of glassy dynam-

ics.28 The fractions of the arrested and non-arrested metastable phases were inferred

from the weights of the individual relaxation processes. It was observed that a dra-

matic increase in the fraction of the arrested ferromagnetic phase almost coincides

with the crossover from the nucleation to growth of the antiferromagnetic phase. We

conjecture that this coincidence is an outcome of the disorder influenced nature of

the first order ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic phase transition. The heteroge-

neous nucleation in such disorder influenced first order phase transition is expected

to create interfaces between the coexisting phases. The onset of kinetic arrest or

glassy dynamics in this alloy is possibly linked to the decrease in mobility of these

interfaces, creating a situation where the growth of the product phase influences the

kinetic arrest of the transition itself. The presence of disorder thus not only tunes

the functional properties as we have seen before, but also can lead to an entirely new

interesting phenomenon of arresting the kinetics of the transition (Manekar et al., J.

Phys.: Condens. Matter 23, 086001 (2011)).

Chapter 8 summarizes the main findings of the work presented in the thesis and

tries to project some of the ideas for further experiments. The central theme of the

thesis is related to the influence of disorder on first order phase transitions and how

the functional properties can be tuned by understanding the history effects arising

from this influence. This understanding evolved through the local imaging of the

first order transition process and bulk measurements related to the observation of

phase coexistence and metastability to study the nucleation and growth dynamics.

These concepts were implemented to solve a long-standing problem of the vanishing
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magnetocaloric effect in Fe-Rh alloy system and discovering a very large effective

refrigeration capacity in one of the related alloys. New interesting phenomenon like

the arrest of the kinetics of a first order phase transition were also discovered and

related to the influence of disorder. The future work would be to characterize the

exact nature of this disorder and attempt to make samples with controlled disor-

der, so as to further explore the nucleation and growth processes across first order

phase transitions. Another direction could be to understand the nature of micro-

scopic interactions between the constituent elements of solids undergoing first order

magneto-structural transitions so that newer materials can be designed with desired

functionalities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The work presented in this thesis is based on the study of physical properties of Fe-Rh

and related pseudobinary alloys, which lead to interesting functionalities governed

by a temperature and magnetic field induced first order magneto-structural phase

transition in these alloys. In the following sections of this chapter, we briefly introduce

the necessary theoretical concepts and the existing information on the alloy system

prior to the commencement of this work.

1.1 Phenomenology of first order phase transitions

1.1.1 Ehrenfest scheme of classification

According to the Ehrenfest scheme of classification of phase transitions, a transition

is said to be of nth order if the nth order derivative of the Gibbs free energy:

G = U − TS + PV (1.1)

is the first discontinuous derivative.1 Here U is the internal energy, T is the temper-

ature, S is the entropy, P is the pressure and V is the volume. The differentiation

is carried out with respect to the intensive thermodynamic variables like T or P .

Thus a first order transition would mean a discontinuity in entropy as a function of
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Figure 1.1: Typical behaviour of the Gibbs free energy at a first order transition. VI and VII

are the volumes in the low pressure and high pressure phases respectively. Similarly SI and SII

are the entropies in the high temperature and low temperature phases respectively. The transition
temperature (Tc) and transition pressure (Pc) are defined as that temperature and pressure where
the Gibbs free energy of both the phases is equal. Recreated from ref. [1].

temperature or a discontinuity in volume as a function of pressure. Equation 1.1 is

applicable for PV T systems only but can be generalized to include the effect of other

variables like magnetic field (H) or electric field (E).1,2 Figure 1.1 shows the Gibbs

free energy as a function of temperature and pressure and their respective derivatives

at a first order transition point. The slope of the Gibbs free energy at the transition

point is discontinuous. When the slope of G is discontinuous at Tc, it is possible to

drag the high-T phase below Tc (known as supercooling) and also to carry the low-T

phase above Tc (superheating).2 This leads to hysteresis across the transition and is

quite commonly observed during melting transitions (like ice to water for example).2

The discontinuities shown in figure 1.1 can be experimentally measured by mea-

suring the latent heat (discontinuity in entropy) or discontinuity in volume. However,

such sharp discontinuities have been observed only in ultra-pure systems like elemen-

tal Dy and are generally difficult to measure in alloy systems.3 The local composition

2
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Figure 1.2: Behaviour of Gibbs free energy at a first order transition in presence of disorder. See
text for details. Recreated from ref. [4].

in any alloy system or doped compound varies around some average composition due

to the disorder that is frozen-in as the solid crystallizes from the melt. The frozen

disorder can arise in form of dislocations, vacancies, atomic configuration and grain

boundaries. The role of this disorder is to block the growth of correlations, resulting

in effective inhomogeneity in the sample and smearing of the discontinuity across the

transition.4

This smearing of the discontinuity can be understood in terms of the situation

shown in figure 1.2. Here G1 is the free energy of the high-temperature phase (phase

1) and G2 is the free energy of the low-temperature phase (phase 2). We mostly follow

here the arguments given by Imry and Wortis.4 The impurity concentration (or the

probability of the occupancy of a lattice site by an impurity species) is taken as ‘p’.

This impurity concentration can vary randomly at different locations of the sample.

In each of these localized pockets, the transition is assumed to be a pure system-like

sharp transition. If we compare the free energies of two local pockets in the sample

where the impurity concentrations are ‘p’ and ‘(p+∆p)’ respectively, we find that the

high-temperature phase is more stable relative to the low-temperature phase when

the impurity concentration is higher (see figure 1.2). The transition temperature Tc
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Figure 1.3: Behaviour of entropy at a first order transition in presence of disorder. (a) Pure system-
like sharp discontinuity, (b) the magnitude of discontinuity reduces slightly with the addition of small
quantity of disorder, (c) substantial reduction in the magnitude of discontinuity due to large amount
of disorder and (d) a very large amount of disorder eventually smears off the discontinuity making
the transition appear like a second order transition. Recreated from ref. [4].

is therefore lowered by the addition of impurities. Thus we may assume that each

coherence volume (volume over which correlation exists, beyond which it is blocked by

impurities) undergoes a transition at its own Tc(p+∆p). However, the transformation

of one pocket in the sample creates an interface between the two phases which requires

an additional energy. Thus the actual transformation in a localized volume occurs

when the cost of energy during creating the interface is compensated by the lowering

of free energy during the transformation. The sample is thus in a mixed phase (phase

coexistent state) between the temperatures (Tc(p) - ∆Tc) and (Tc(p) + ∆Tc), thereby

smearing off the transition over a temperature range of ∆Tc. The sample still shows

an ideal discontinuity on a local scale but when the measurement is performed on the

entire bulk, the discontinuity appears to get rounded off.

Figure 1.3 shows the typical smearing of the discontinuity as the impurity concen-

tration is progressively increased. In such cases where the disorder has reduced the

magnitude of discontinuity or has smeared out the transition, hysteresis in observable
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1.1 Phenomenology of first order phase transitions

properties (not necessarily thermodynamically extensive ones, like resistivity for ex-

ample) and phase coexistence across the transition remain useful tools to distinguish

between a first order and a second order transition.2 Hysteresis is not observed across

a second order transition as there is no discontinuity in the slope of the Gibbs free

energy at the transition point.

The limitation of the Ehrenfest scheme arises in case of certain transitions, like

the normal to superfluid transition in 4He where the heat capacity increases logarith-

mically near the transition point like the greek letter ‘λ’. Such logarithmic behaviour

means that all the derivatives of the free energy diverge and the Ehrenfest scheme

breaks down.2 The other limitation, specifically in the case of first order transitions is

related to the extent of supercooling and superheating. A discontinuous slope of the

Gibbs free energy at the transition point only indicates a possibility of supercooling

and superheating, but does not explain their limits. From the behaviour of free en-

ergy shown in figures 1.1 and 1.2, it appears that supercooling and/or superheating

can proceed indefinitely beyond the transition point.

1.1.2 Landau theory of phase transitions

A description of phase transitions is required that deals with divergences of the phys-

ical properties instead of discontinuities of the derivatives of free energy. The same

description should also provide a limit of superheating and supercooling in case of

first order transitions. This general description is based on the fact that during most

of the phase transitions, there is an appearance of a nonzero quantity in the ordered

state.2,5 Such a nonzero quantity in the ordered phase, which distinguishes it from

the disordered phase, is called the order parameter. By identifying a proper order

parameter related to the system, all phase transitions can be explained in terms of

order-disorder transitions (here, disorder is not related to the quenched disorder in

form of defects and dislocations discussed above). The phase transitions are now

5



1.1 Phenomenology of first order phase transitions

Table 1.1: List of order parameters for various systems undergoing phase transitions. Reproduced
from ref. [6].

System Order Parameters Conjugate field

Ferromagnet Magnetization Density Uniform magnetic field

Antiferromagnet Staggered-magnetization Staggered magnetic field
density

Superconductivity Electron pairing function Pair source

Phase separation in alloys Density of components Chemical Potential

Order-disorder in alloys Sublattice density Chemical Potential
of components

Displacive transitions Soft-mode density Stress field

Ferroelectric transitions Soft-mode density Uniform electric field
or Spontaneous Polarization

Antiferroelectric transition Soft-mode density Staggered electic field
or Staggered Polarization

Nematic liquid crystal Traceless director Electric field
tensor

identified within only two categories, either first order transition or the second order

transition depending upon whether the order parameter changes discontinuously or

continuously across the transition (see figure 1.4). Table 1.1 lists the order parameters

identified for various systems which undergo phase transition.

In the landau theory of phase transitions, the free energy is expanded in terms of

power series of the order parameter. Such an expansion is valid only for small values

of order parameter, i.e. only near to the transition point. The free energy G in terms

6
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TC T
(a)

TTC
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Figure 1.4: Order parameter as a function of temperature for (a) first order phase transition and
(b) second order phase transition. Recreated from ref. [7].

of the order parameter φ for a temperature driven transition is then given by1,7

G(T ) = G0(T ) + A(T )φ2 + u3φ
3 + u4φ

4 + . . . , (1.2)

where G0 includes all the contributions to the free energy which do not arise from

the order parameter. There is no term which is of first order in φ as that would

imply a nonzero value of the order parameter above the transition temperature. The

coefficient A is chosen such that the free energy in the low-temperature phase is lower

than that of the high-temperature phase for a nonzero value of order parameter.

This can be achieved by defining A = a(T − T ∗) (we shall see the significance of

the temperature T ∗ in the following discussion). The presence of the third order

term is decided by the symmetry of the order parameter. If the order parameter is

a scalar, the third order term can be present. Whereas, if the order parameter is

a vector (spontaneous magnetization, for example), then a third order term would

imply that the free energy in the ordered state would depend on the orientation of

the order parameter, which is physically not possible. For a global stability to occur,

the coefficient of the fourth order term is always positive.

7
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Figure 1.5: Plots of free energy as a function of order parameter as described in equation 1.2. (a)
Free energy during cooling and (b) Free energy during heating. Recreated from ref. [7].

We focus our discussion only on first order transitions as the results presented in

this work are based on the first order transition in the Fe-Rh alloy system. A first

order transition can occur if the coefficient of the third order term in equation 1.2 is

negative.7 In case of second order transitions, the third order term is absent.1,7

Figure 1.5 shows the plots of free energy as a function of order parameter from

equation 1.2 for different temperatures. At a temperature T = TC , there at two min-

ima of equal value in the free energy curve, one at the zero value of order parameter

and one at a nonzero value, which means that the order parameter can change dis-

continuously at T = TC , as shown in figure 1.4 (a). Thus the system can exist in any

one of the two phases, ordered or disordered at this temperature. This temperature is

defined as the thermodynamic transition temperature as the free energies in both the

phases are equal. However, for the actual transition to occur during cooling (figure

1.5 (a)), the energy barrier between the ordered and disordered state has to be sur-

mounted. This allows the disordered (or high temperature) phase to be supercooled,

i.e. to retain it as a metastable phase till the temperature T ∗. At T = T ∗, there is

no minimum at the zero value of order parameter and the system transforms from a

disordered state to the ordered state by an infinitesimal energy fluctuation. It is no

8



1.1 Phenomenology of first order phase transitions

longer possible to supercool any further. Thus T ∗ is termed as the limit of metastabil-

ity during cooling or the limit of supercooling for the high temperature phase, below

which the system will always be in the stable low temperature phase.7

During the heating cycle, the system can be superheated till the temperature

T = T ∗∗. At T ∗∗, there is only one minimum at the zero value of order parameter and

the system transforms to the disordered state. T ∗∗ is thus the limit of metastability

(or superheating) for the low temperature phase. However in a real system, energy

fluctuations are always present due to finite temperature, which can help in crossing

the barrier and the actual transition during cooling may take place somewhere be-

tween T = TC and T = T ∗. Whereas during heating, the transformation may actually

take place between T = TC and T = T ∗∗. This explains the hysteresis across a first

order transition.

First order transition can also occur when the odd order term in equation 1.2 is

prohibited by symmetry like in case of field-induced antiferromagnetic to ferromag-

netic (metamagnetic) transitions. Equation 1.2 is then modified to take into account

only the even order terms and the free energy is expressed as7

G(T ) = G0(T ) + A(T )φ2 + u4φ
4 + u6φ

6. (1.3)

Here a first order transition can arise when u4 is negative. Figure 1.6 shows the

plot of free energy as a function of order parameter as in equation 1.3. A secondary

minimum of order parameter appears at negative values, which implies that both

negative and positive values of order parameter are equally likely across the phase

transition. Here also metastable states can be seen during cooling and heating with

the respective limits being T ∗ and T ∗∗.

The expression for the free energy in equations 1.2 and 1.3 is valid for only pure

systems where the behaviour at any single point of the sample is the same for the

entire sample volume. However, in case of real samples, disorder is always present

9
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Figure 1.6: Plots of free energy as a function of order parameter as described in equation 1.3. (a)
Free energy during cooling and (b) Free energy during heating. Recreated from ref. [7].

as discussed in the earlier section. In such cases, the disorder site can act as the

nucleation centre for a finite value of order parameter to appear. Thus the spatial

dependence of the order parameter also needs to be taken into consideration. The

expression for free energy in such cases is given by8

G =

∫

G(r)dV, (1.4)

with

G(r) = G0 + Aφ2(r) + u4φ
4(r) + u6φ

6(r) + D(∇φ)2 + ∆A(r)φ2(r). (1.5)

Here ∆A(r) is the defect induced change in the coefficent A of equation 1.2, and

(∇φ)2 gives the spatial dependence of the order parameter. However, such a modifi-

cation does not discuss the mechanism by which there can be a spatial distribution

of the order parameter. For example, a defect in a ferroelectric material may act as

an electric dipole which changes the local configuration of the electric field and thus

cause the transition at a different value of temperature compared to the case of a pure

system. Whereas, the mechanism of the spatial variation of the order parameter in a

10



1.2 Hysteresis across a disorder influenced first order transition

ferromagnetic metal with the presence of defects could be quite different. The term

A(r) consists of the transition temperature as discussed earlier. Thus the defect site

can locally change the transition temperature compared to the bulk thermodynamic

critical temperature. Thus at different pockets of the sample, there can be a situ-

ation where the order parameter appears at different values of temperature thereby

smearing the transition when observed over the entire bulk.8 Close to the transition

temperature, the defects cannot be treated as independent because the correlation

between the ordered pockets starts building up.8 One of the ways in which the corre-

lation from one ordered pocket of the sample can be transmitted to another pocket is

through the strain experienced by the sample matrix during a structural transition.9

We discuss this issue in details later in connection with the experimental results ob-

tained during the local imaging of the first order magneto-structural transition in

Fe-Rh alloy.

1.2 Hysteresis across a disorder influenced first

order transition

We now see how the hysteresis across a first order transition is influenced by disorder.

Figure 1.7(a) shows the evolution of phase fraction as a function of temperature for

two cases, 1) system without any disorder and 2) system in presence of small amount

of disorder, where the discontinuity across the transition is only reduced in magnitude

but not completely rounded off. Figure 1.7(b) shows that situation where substantial

disorder is present in the sample which completely rounds off the discontinuity. We

now see the detailed features of the phase transition and the associated hysteresis in

all these cases. We follow the arguments given by Chattopadhyay et al.10 to observe

the nature of hysteresis in case of disorder influenced first order transitions. The

phase fraction is calculated with respect to the high temperature phase. So at low-T ,

11
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Figure 1.7: Influence of disorder on the hysteresis across a first order transition. The phase fraction
is plotted as a function of temperature. See text for details. Recreated from ref. [10].

the phase fraction is zero and at high-T the phase fraction is unity.

(1) Hysteresis in pure system: The discontinuity at the thermodynamic tran-

sition temperature is plotted as a dashed line in figure 1.7(a). The evolution

of phase fraction for this case is plotted as a solid line. The low-T phase can

be superheated up to a temperature T1 where it suddenly transforms to high-T

phase. This temperature marks the limit of metastability of the low-T phase

and is denoted as T ∗∗ following the standard notation discussed earlier.7 While

cooling, the high-T phase can be supercooled down to T3 and transforms en-

tirely to low-T phase at T ∗, which is the limit of supercooling of the high-T

phase. In this situation, phase coexistence cannot be observed as the entire

sample transforms from one phase to the other at a single temperature.

(2) Hysteresis in presence of small amount of disorder: The phase fraction

for this case is plotted as a dotted line in figure 1.7(a). The onset of the

transition while heating is at T1a, which is above Tc and the transition completes

at T ∗∗. T2 is the temperature at which the curvature of the phase fraction with

respect to temperature changes from positive to negative. During cooling, the

12



1.2 Hysteresis across a disorder influenced first order transition

phase fraction follows the path T3a −T4 −T ∗. T4 is that temperature where the

curvature of the graph changes sign. Here T3a < T1a i.e the onset of the low-T

phase while cooling occurs at a lower temperature than the onset of the high-T

phase while heating. This relation between the onset temperatures is similar

to the case of the transition in a pure system. However, signatures of phase

coexistence can be observed in this case.

(3) Hysteresis in presence of large amount of disorder: In case of a large

amount of disorder (see figure 1.7(b)), the transition is completely rounded

off. The onset of the transition while heating takes place at T1 and the phase

fraction follows a path along T1 − T2 − T ∗∗. While cooling, the phase fraction

follows a path along T3−T4−T ∗, where T3 is the onset temperature. The sample

transforms from the low-T phase to the high-T phase through a phase coexistent

state where the product phase nucleates heterogeneously in the parent matrix.

Another thing to be noted here is the relation between the onset temperatures of

both the phases. Here T3 > T1, which means that the onset of the low-T phase

actually takes place at a higher temperature than the onset temperature of the

high-T phase. This situation is quite opposite to the two situations discussed

earlier. We thus see that disorder can not only smear off the discontinuity but

also can influence the onset temperatures of the two phases.

Bulk measurements to observe the characteristic signatures of disorder influenced

first order transition have been performed on a variety of systems like first order

transition in vortex matter, and first order magnetic transition in intermetallics (see

Roy and Chaddah11 for a comprehensive review). We use some of that understanding

for explaining the results presented in this work. With this phenomenological back-

ground on first order phase transitions, we now briefly revisit some of the existing

information on the Fe-Rh alloy system which formed the background and motivation

behind the work presented here.
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1.3 The Fe-Rh alloy system

1.3 The Fe-Rh alloy system

Figure 1.8: The lattice and magnetic structures of Fe-Rh in the antiferromagnetic and ferromag-
netic phase. The Fe atoms reside at the corners. The magnetic structure shown at the left is for
the antiferromagnetic phase. The Rh atom carries a magnetic moment in the ferromagnetic phase.
Recreated from ref. [12].

The nearly equi-atomic Fe-Rh alloy is known to show a first order transition during

heating from an antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic state slightly above room tem-

perature and a second order transition from the ferromagnetic to paramagnetic state

at about 675 K.13 The alloy system initially generated interest because magnetization

measurements showed an anomalously large magnetic moment in the ferromagnetic

phase.13 The temperature dependent magnetization in the ferromagnetic phase could

be fitted with the Brillouin function with the total angular momentum J = 1. The

average atomic moment was found out to be 1.85 µB from the saturation magnetiza-

tion. The composition of the alloy was Fe48Rh52. This gave an average moment per

iron atom as 3.85 µB, which is unusually large considering the moment of iron atom

in pure bulk iron, which is 2.2 µB. This indicated that the Rh atom must be carrying

a magnetic moment in the ferromagnetic phase, which was later verified by neutron

scattering experiments14 and ab-initio calculations.12,15

The Fe-Rh alloy has a CsCl type crystal structure (see figure 1.8) in the low-

temperature antiferromagnetic phase. The same structure is retained in the high-

temperature ferromagnetic phase with a 1% discontinuous increase of volume.16 The

discontinuous volume change can also be induced by the application of magnetic
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1.3 The Fe-Rh alloy system

field.16 The transition in the nature of magnetic ordering which depends on the lat-

tice constant hinted towards a mechanism where the inversion of the sign of exchange

interaction is related to the lattic parameter.17 However, it was shown that the model

of exchange inversion leads to serious numerical discrepancies in accounting for the

temperature dependence of critical fields (the field required for the antiferromagnetic

to ferromagnetic transition)18 and the excess entropy in the ferromagnetic state.19

The excess entropy apart from the expected lattice entropy was thought to arise

from the increase in magnetic entropy in the ferromagnetic state.19 The magnetic

and electrical transport properties of the nearly equiatomic alloys was shown to be

extremely sensitive to concentration.20 Addition of small amount of Ni and Pd shifts

the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition to lower temperatures and magnetic

fields.21 The magnetic transition which is coupled to a structural change prompted

pump-probe experiments using femtosecond laser pulse to determine if the lattice

distortion drives the magnetic transition or vice-versa.22,23 It was observed in these

measurements that the instability in the magnetic lattice occurs earlier to the struc-

tural transition.

While most of the attention was focused on the microscopic origin of the transition

and the exact nature of the magnetic structure in both the phases, the technological

applications of the alloy were also explored. A technologically important functionality

like the giant magnetocaloric effect was reported near the room temperature.24,25

A large adiabatic temperature change of more than 12 K for a field excursion of

nearly 2 T was observed.24 The other functionalities that were observed near room

temperature were the giant elastocaloric effect,26 giant magnetostriction,27 and giant

magnetoresistance.28 Artificial structures made from FeRh/FePt have been proposed

for thermally assisted magnetic recording media.29 We now think that such wide

range of functionalities of this alloy system arise due to the underlying first order

magneto-structural transition close to room temperature.
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1.3 The Fe-Rh alloy system

However, it was believed that though the Fe-Rh alloy shows a wide range of

important functional properties, the functionalities like the giant magneto-caloric

effect actually vanish after the first field cycle.25,30,31 In this work we solve this long-

standing problem and show that the possible role of phase coexistence across the

first order phase transition in tuning the functional properties of this material has

largely gone unnoticed. We also show that the thermomagnetic history effects that

arise across a disorder influenced first order transition are generic to any other first

order transition induced by both temperature and magnetic field and are not limited

to only the Fe-Rh system. Our work presented in the following chapters highlights

that it is necessary to understand the nucleation and growth mechanism across a

first order transition, apart from having a large value of the functional property

(e.g. magnetocaloric effect or magnetostriction), if such materials are to be used for

reproducible technological applications under multiple temperature or magnetic field

cycles.

In the following chapters, the results obtained during the course of this work

are presented in a manner which carries the thread of disorder influenced first order

transition and connects the various experimental results observed in different mea-

surements. Chapter 2 discusses about the experimental methods used to obtain the

results presented here. The local imaging of phase coexistence and metastability

across the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition in the parent Fe-Rh alloy is

presented in chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses about the nucleation and growth dy-

namics across the first order transition in one of the Ni doped Fe-Rh alloys. The

evolution of phase fraction across a temperature and magnetic-field induced transi-

tion is shown to be analogous to the dynamics seen during crystallization of a solid

from melt. The inference of the fraction of the transformed phase is based upon the

assumption that different microscopic locations of the sample have their own indepen-

dent hysteresis across the transition. Chapter 5 further explores this assumption to
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1.3 The Fe-Rh alloy system

understand the general features of minor hysteresis loops within the hysteretic region

across the transition. The minor hysteresis loops are modeled by using the Preisach

model of hysteresis by establishing its equivalence with the landscape picture of tran-

sition temperatures across a disorder influenced first order transitions. Chapter 6

discusses the thermomagnetic history effects in isothermal measurements across the

first order transition in the parent Fe-Rh and the Ni doped Fe-Rh alloys and provides

a solution to the long-standing problem of the lack of repeatability of the magne-

tocaloric effect in this alloy system. The thermomagnetic history effects are shown

to be generic to any first order transition driven by temperature and magnetic field.

Chapter 7 discusses yet another kind of thermomagnetic history effects across the

temperature driven transition. Dynamical features usually associated with structural

glasses are observed across the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition during

cooling. Chapter 8 summarizes the work presented in this thesis and discusses about

the future plans based on the present work.
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Chapter 2

Experimental methods

This chapter deals with the experimental methods used for obtaining the results

presented in this work. We first discuss the sample preparation and characterization

methods and then discuss the measurement techniques which are used to study the

physical properties of the samples under investigation.

2.1 Sample preparation and characterization

2.1.1 Arc-melting

The samples of Fe-Rh and Ni doped Fe-Rh alloys were prepared in a commercial argon

arc melting furnace (Centorr Vacuum Industries, Model 5TA Reed tri-arc furnace),

whose actual photograph is shown in figure 2.1. This furnace consists of upper and

lower water-cooled sections separated by a quartz observation tube. Electrical power

and water are fed to each of these sections by water-cooled power cables. The three

copper stinger rods carry the tungsten electrodes, which are used for striking the arc.

The copper hearth is inserted in this arrangement through a tapered opening in the

bottom section. Provision is made for attaching a vacuum pump for evacuation prior

to backfilling with argon. Ports are provided for argon gas inlet and outlet.
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Copper stingers
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Figure 2.1: Photograph of the arc-melting furnace used for sample preparation.

Pure elements which are supposed to be melted are placed in the cup of the

hearth after weighing them in desired proportions. The furnace is then purged by

a mechanical pump, followed by backfilling with argon. Once the system is purged

and the desired power setting on the power supply is set, the electrodes are brought

to a position near the edge of a titanium getter and an arc is struck. This piece of

titanium is melted prior to melting the specimen to remove any possible impurity

in the argon atmosphere from the furnace cavity. The same procedure is repeated

without breaking the argon atmosphere for melting the elements to get the sample.

The specimen is turned over and remelted several times to ensure homogeneity.

After obtaining the sample button, the alloy was sealed under argon atmosphere

in quartz ampules and subjected to the following heat-treatment schedule: 48 hours

at 11000C, cooled to 8000C at the rate of 20C per minute, maintained for 24 hours

at 8000C and then cooled to room temperature at the rate of 20C per minute. This

annealing schedule is similar to the one followed in case of FeRh1−xPtx alloys.32 We

have followed the same annealing schedule for all the alloys used in this work. The

button is then cut into pieces with the help of a diamond wheel and characterized for

crystal structure and composition.
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2.1.2 X-ray diffraction
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of x-ray diffraction from a set of atomic planes.

The crystal structure of a solid can be determined by the diffraction of x-rays as

their wavelength is of the order of the periodic distance between atoms occupying the

lattice sites.33 The schematic of such diffraction is shown in figure 2.2. The Bragg

law of diffraction states that the condition for constructive interference to occur for

the reflected beam is given by:33

2d Sinθ = nλ, (2.1)

where d is the interplanar spacing, θ is the angle of incidence, n is the order of

diffraction and λ is the wavelength. Instead of considering the nth order diffraction

from the set of planes with distance d, the law can be modified to consider only the

first order diffraction from a set of planes with d/n interplanar distance. The law

then becomes:

2dhkl Sinθ = λ, (2.2)

where h,k,l are the miller indices.

One x-ray diffraction pattern of the parent Fe-Rh alloy using the powder method

is shown in figure 2.3. The diffraction pattern was recorded using a commercial x-ray
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Figure 2.3: X-ray diffraction pattern for the parent Fe-Rh alloy used in this work.

diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (PANalytical X’Pert PRO Materials Research

Diffractometer (MRD)). The peaks ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’ arise from the sample holder

block, which were verified by taking a blank run without any sample. The remaining

peaks could be indexed for a CsCl type structure with a lattice parameter of 2.986

Å, which matches quite well with the earlier reports.34

2.1.3 Energy dispersive spectroscopy

The composition and homogeneity of the samples were determined by using a com-

mercial scanning electron microscope equipped with a energy dispersive spectrometer

(Philips XL-30PC). In energy dispersive spectroscopy, the sample is exposed to high

energy electrons, which interact with the atoms inside the solid to give characteristic

x-ray photons, which are the signatures of the elements present in the material.35 The

schematic of such process which can be initiated by either an electron or photon is

shown in figure 2.4.

When high energy electrons strike a specimen, they produce either elastic or in-

elastic scattering. Elastic scattering produces the backscattered electrons, which are
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of excitation of a characteristic X-ray photon by a high energy electron or
photon. Reproduced from ref. [35].

incident electrons scattered by the atoms in the specimen. Inelastic scattering pro-

duces secondary electrons, which are electrons ejected from the atoms in the spec-

imen.35 The schematic of this interaction of the electron beam with the material

specimen is shown in figure 2.5. Both these type of electrons can be used for imaging

while simultaneously acquiring the spectrum of the emitted x-rays.

Figure 2.5: Interaction of the electron probe and specimen atoms below a specimen surface. BSE
refers to the backscattered electrons. Reproduced from ref. [35].
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Figure 2.6: (a) Microstructure of the Fe-Rh alloy using the secondary electrons for imaging and
(b) The spectrum obtained for the parent Fe-Rh alloy using Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy.

One typical microstructure using the secondary electrons and the energy dispersive

spectrum for the parent Fe-Rh alloy are shown in figure 2.6. The energy dispersive

spectrum is taken at various locations of the sample and the composition is deter-

mined through a software routine, included with the spectrometer, which takes into

account the relative intensities of the characteristic x-rays emitted by the sample.

The homogeneity of the alloy is confirmed by determining the composition at various

locations.

2.2 Measurement of physical properties

2.2.1 SQUID magnetometer

A commercial Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (SQUID) magnetome-

ter (MPMS-5, Quantum Design USA) was used to measure dc magnetization as a

function of temperature and magnetic field.

The MPMS-5 is based on a radio frequency SQUID which has a single joseph-

son junction. A single junction SQUID is based on the ac josephson effect.37 The
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of a SQUID magnetometer detection system. Reproduced from ref. [36].

schematic of the MPMS-5 detection system is shown in figure 2.7. The detection

system consists of a superconducting second derivative gradiometer coil assembly

through which the sample is translated. The induced emf due to the motion of the

sample, which carries a magnetic moment is then inductively coupled to the SQUID

sensor through a shielded superconducting isolation transformer. The SQUID sensor

also forms a part of a radio frequency biased resonant tank circuit. Before any mea-

surement, the heater is used to drive both sides of the transformer to normal to get

rid of any persistent currents in the circuit. Depending on the flux linked with the

SQUID, the inductance of the tank circuit changes, which leads to the change in its

resonant frequency. This change in the resonant frequency appears as a change in

the voltage amplitude of the tank circuit and is periodic in units of the flux quantum

Φ0.
37,38 The flux linked with the SQUID sensor is related to the magnetic moment of

the sample, which thus makes it possible for using the SQUID sensor for measuring

magnetization. The resulting SQUID profile is shown in the bottom right corner of

figure 2.7. The magnetic moment is inferred by fitting this profile with that of an

ideal magnetic dipole.36,39
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2.2.2 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: Schematic of a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer. Reproduced from refs. [40] and [41].

The vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) is based on the Faraday’s law of electro-

magnetic induction, where the induced emf in a pick-up coil is proportional to the

rate of magnetic flux change through the coil. To measure the magnetization of the

sample, the sample is vibrated at low frequency by a linear motor situated at the top

of the cryostat. The flux change which results due to this vibration, induces an emf in

the pick-up coil. The linear motor is driven by a sinusoidal waveform which acts as a

reference to the lock-in amplifier. The induced emf in the pick-up coil is detected by

the same lock-in amplifier to measure the signal at the same frequency as the drive

frequency. The schematic of the magnet and pick-up coil arrangement in a typical

VSM is shown in figure 2.8a.40 The schematic of the VSM used in the present study

is shown in figure 2.8b.41
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2.2.3 Linear strain

Figure 2.9: Schematic of the strain gauge used in the present study. Reproduced from http://

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strain_gauge

Linear strain as a function of temperature and magnetic field was measured in home-

made instruments. The strain was measured using the standard strain gauge tech-

nique. A commercial strain gauge was used in this study to measure the change in

linear dimensions of the sample (model CFLA-1-350-11, Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co.,

Ltd.). The strain gauge consists of a metallic geometrical pattern embedded in a poly-

mer film as shown in figure 2.9A. When the gauge is stretched along the length, the

metallic wire becomes longer and thinner which results in the increase of its electrical

resistance (see figure 2.9B). When the gauge is compressed, the length decreases and

the diameter of the wire increases which results in decrease of resistance (see figure

2.9C). Thus the change in electrical resistance can be measured to know the strain

experienced by the strain gauge. The resistance of the strain gauge also changes due

to the temperature dependence of resistivity and thermal expansion/contraction of
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2.2 Measurement of physical properties

the metallic wire used in the gauge. These contributions, viz.: external stress on the

gauge arising from the change in dimensions of the sample, resistance change due to

thermal expansion/contraction of the strain gauge and the temperature dependence

of resistivity of the strain gauge material, need to be separated to obtain the true

value of volume change experienced by the sample under consideration. Detailed

discussion about this method can be found in ref. [42]. Linear strain as a function

of temperature without magnetic field was measured using a homemade liquid ni-

trogen based apparatus. Magnetostriction was measured using another homemade

apparatus built on a commercial superconducting magnet system.42

2.2.4 ac susceptibility

Figure 2.10 shows the schematic of a homemade ac susceptibility apparatus which

uses liquid nitrogen as the cryogen. The same apparatus has been used in our earlier

studies on different samples.43,44 The ac susceptibility set-up consists of a coil system

having a primary solenoid and two oppositely wound secondaries, each consisting

of nearly 1500 turns. The coil is immersed in liquid nitrogen to ensure that the

temperature of the coil remains constant throughout the entire experiment to avoid

drifts in the value of the applied field. The sample is mounted on a thin copper

strip and inserted in a double-walled quartz insert. The outer (or exchange) space

is kept under rough vacuum, while the inner (or sample) space is kept in inert gas

(He) environment at a slightly higher pressure than the atmospheric pressure. A

temperature controller (Lake Shore DRC-91CA) is used for monitoring and controlling

the temperature. The sinusoidal output of a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research

SR830) is supplied to a voltage-to-current converter which drives the current through

the coil to generate the necessary ac magnetic field. The signal from the pick-up

coil which is proportional to the susceptibility45 is measured by the same lock-in

amplifier. To obtain the susceptibility in absolute units, the geometrical factor (or
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of the home made ac susceptometer.

the calibration factor) between the sample and coil is necessary. Since our samples

are not of well defined shape, the susceptibility is expressed in arbitrary units.

2.2.5 Magnetic force microscopy

A typical setup for atomic force microscopy or magnetic force microscopy (MFM)

is shown in figure 2.11. The commercial set-up used in the present study (NT-MDT,

SOLVER-PRO) uses a laser light source which is focused onto a flexible, reflective

cantilever. The cantilever deflection is detected by using the reflected light which is

converted into electrical signal by the four quadrant position sensitive detector.

For magnetic force microscopy, the tip is magnetic which is sensitive to the mag-

netic field gradients arising from the sample instead of the sample magnetization

alone.46 Usually, the cantilevers are compliant in only one direction (the z-axis) and

are quite stiff in the other two. Thus the force experienced by the tip is given by:

F t = ẑ.[∇(mt . Hs)], (2.3)

where mt is the magnetic moment of the tip and Hs is the field from the sample.
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Figure 2.11: A typical atomic force microscopy setup. The same setup can be used for magnetic
force microscopy by using a magnetic tip. Reproduced from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Atomic_force_microscopy

The force gradient is given by:

F
′t = ẑ.(∇Ft). (2.4)

The equation 2.3 simplifies to

F t =
∂

∂z
(mt . Hs), (2.5)

and equation 2.4 simplifies to

F
′t =

∂2

∂z2
(mt . Hs). (2.6)

The task now is to measure the magnetic force or force gradient with the help

of the cantilever attached with a magnetic tip. The measurements reported in this

work are performed using the ac technique where the cantilever is oscillated at or

near its resonance frequency. The MFM tip in our set-up has a Co/Cr coating on

Si cantilever tip where the Cr layer prevents the oxidation of the Co layer. Typical

radius of curvature of the tip is 40nm and the tip resonant frequency is about 180

kHz. The typical magnetic field the tip generates is around 0.04 T.
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Figure 2.12: Shift in the resonant frequency and phase of the oscillating cantilever of a magnetic
force microscope. Recreated from ref. [46].

The magnetic interaction acts through a force gradient on the tip to produce a

shift in the resonant frequency (see figure 2.12). This shift in the resonance frequency

is detected in terms of shift in the phase of cantilever oscillation.46,47 The presence of

a ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic cluster can be inferred by measuring the phase

shift. A non-zero phase shift indicates the presence of a ferromagnetic cluster. The

map of the phase shift over the scan area constructs the MFM image.
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Figure 2.13: The force experienced by the tip of a magnetic force microscope as a function of the
distance from the sample. Different regions of the force-distance curve which decide the scan modes
are marked.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.14: Schematic of a magnetic force microscopy scan to acquire the information of the
topography of the sample. Reproduced from http://www.ntmdt.com

The magnetic information is separated from the topographic information by per-

forming the measurement in two different passes (or scans) over the same region of

the sample.

Figure 2.13 shows the force experienced by the tip of the magnetic force microscope

as a function of distance from the sample. For acquiring the topographic information,

the scan is performed in the semi-contact or the intermittent contact mode (see figure

2.14.) This information of topography is then used as a reference surface for the second

pass with the tip lifted by about 30 nm (see figure 2.15).

The feedback to maintain a constant amplitude of oscillation is switched off and

the tip is scanned over the reference surface. Thus the second pass measures forces

originating mostly from magnetic interaction which fall off much more slowly com-

pared to the van der Waals forces.46 The map of the phase change over the sample

surface gives the information of the magnetic signal originating from the sample. It is

important to cross check if the magnetic force is actually separated from the van der
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.15: Schematic of a magnetic force microscopy scan to acquire the magnetic information.
Reproduced from http://www.ntmdt.com

Waals forces during the measurement. For this purpose, standard sample like magne-

tized hard-disk of a computer is used where the topography and magnetic information

are not related to each other. We thus see that MFM provides a unique tool to

study the information of the topography and the magnetic signal simultaneously at

a length scale of a few tens of nano-metres. This feature becomes useful when we

image the magneto-structural transition in the parent Fe-Rh alloy as we see in the

next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Local imaging of phase coexistence

and metastability in Fe48Rh52 alloy

3.1 Introduction

In the first chapter, we described the phenomenology of first order phase transi-

tions and how phase coexistence and metastability across such transitions could

be explained. Phase coexistence across a first order magneto structural transition

(FOMST) has been a subject of great interest in the context of manganites showing

colossal magnetoresistance (CMR)48,49 as it is believed to be the cause behind the

observed CMR.50 Such phase coexistence is now observed in various other classes of

magnetic materials like CeFe2 based pseudobinaries,51 materials like Gd5Ge4 show-

ing giant magnetocaloric effect52 and Huesler alloys like Ni-Mn-In,53 suggesting the

generality of this phenomenon. Electronic mechanism and chemical disorder alone

are unable to explain such multiscale phase coexistence observed even up to the mi-

crometer scale.50,54 It has been suggested that a strong coupling between electronic

and elastic degrees of freedom is essential for the phase-coexistence to occur in the

micrometer scale.9,55 Though various methods have been employed to image phase
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coexistence, like magnetic force microscopy,54 electron microscopy,50,56 and scanning

tunneling microscopy,57 the evidence that strain plays a role in deciding the kinetics of

the transition has been at best indirect.47,52 It was observed in La5/8−yPryCa3/8MnO3

(LPCMO) (y ∼ 0.4), that the initial nucleation of the ferromagnetic phase occurs at

the twin boundaries of the underlying lattice, which suggests that accommodation

strain plays a major role in nucleation dynamics across a FOMST.47 This material

belongs to the family of CMR manganites. In this chapter, we provide an explicit

experimental evidence of the intricate relationship between structural and magnetic

transition in the intermetallic alloy of Fe-Rh in the sub-micron scale. Our results pro-

vide support to the proposed theoretical framework9,55 and further emphasize that

phase coexistence and metastability are generic features associated with any system

undergoing a FOMST and are not limited to only CMR manganites.

In this chapter, we present the results of magnetic force microscopy to image

the phase coexistence across the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition which

is coupled with a structural distortion in Fe-Rh. As discussed in chapter 2, mag-

netic force microscopy offers a unique tool to study the topography and magnetic

domains simultaneously. This ability can be used to directly image a magnetostruc-

tural transition by monitoring the changes in topography (structural or elastic degree

of freedom) along with the changes in magnetic structure. Our results provide direct

evidence of strong coupling between the elastic and electronic degrees of freedom seen

across this first order magneto-structural transition. Theoretical frameworks9 based

on long range strain disorder coupling proposed originally for explaining phase coex-

istence in manganese oxide compounds with colossal magnetoresistance also appear

to be applicable for other systems, like intermetallics, undergoing magneto-structural

transitions.
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Figure 3.1: Magnetization as a function of temperature of the Fe48Rh52 alloy, both while heating
and cooling in a magnetic field µ0H = 10 mT.

Figure 3.1 shows magnetization as a function of temperature of the Fe48Rh52 alloy in a

field of µ0H = 10 mT. The onset of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition

during warming occurs at around 300 K . The transition is not complete even at

350 K which is the maximum temperature possible in our SQUID magnetometer. On

cooling, the transition shows a thermal hysteresis of about 10 K. The transition occurs

over a large temperature interval, which indicates that the transition proceeds through

a heterogeneous nucleation of the product phase in the parent phase. This gives

rise to phase coexistent state in the intermediate temperature range. The product

phase while warming is the ferromagnetic phase, while that during cooling is the

antiferromagnetic phase.

3.2.1 Imaging of phase coexistence

Figure 3.2 shows the 2D image of (a) surface topography and (b) magnetic information

at one representative location (scan area: 1µm × 1µm) of the sample measured at

room temperature (∼ 298K) using the MFM. This measurement was done on the

sample which was not exposed to any temperature cycling after obtaining it from the
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3.2 Results and discussion

Figure 3.2: 2D image along with raw data of the topography and magnetic information of the
annealed Fe48Rh52 sample before subjecting it to any temperature or field cycles. The raw data is
plotted along two representative lines ‘A’ and ‘B’. For creating the image of magnetic information,
the reference is shifted to make all values of phase change greater than zero.

annealing furnace. The sample thus has the thermal history of a slow cooling from

11000 C to the temperature of measurement before the MFM scans. The magnetic

field induced by the MFM tip is considered to be constant during the measurement.

With this temperature history, at ∼ 298 K and in the presence of this field of ≈ 0.04

T, the sample is expected to have some amount of ferromagnetic fraction in the largely

antiferromagnetic state (the sample is still in the hysteretic region of figure 3.1). This

coexistence of antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic clusters is clearly visible on the

scale of 1 µm × 1 µm. The typical sizes of the ferromagnetic clusters range from a

few tens of nm to almost 300 nm. Below each images, raw data of the topography

and magnetic information are shown along two representative lines marked as ‘A’ and

‘B’.

Apparently some gross features in the topography and the MFM image (see

figure 3.2) seem to be related. However, the raw data clearly show that variations

of the topography and magnetic information along the lines ‘A’ and ‘B’ shown in
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figure 3.2 are quite different. This difference is expected because the sample was

polished at room temperature, which essentially wipes out any correlation (if any)

between the magnetic clusters and the surface topographic undulations. Raw MFM

data shows that phase shift changes from almost -400 to +400, whereas the surface

topography changes randomly with a peak to peak roughness of about 20 nm. The

magnetic part of the signal, which is measured in the second pass of MFM scan

can arise additionally due to ferromagnetic clusters buried inside the surface. The

magnetic signal would thus not be related to the surface topography. It should be

noted here that the magnetic signal at various locations is not always of the same

sign. We have also taken scans at various other locations of the sample. In order

to ensure that our MFM setup can filter out the topographic information from the

magnetic part, MFM imaging of a magnetized hard-disk of a computer was done

before the experiments. This is absolutely essential as we later see in figure 3.3 that

the changes in topography are related to changes in magnetic structure when the

sample undergoes a phase transition.

3.2.2 Time evolution of the magneto-structural transition

After the MFM measurements, the sample was immersed directly in liquid nitrogen

(LN2). At the boiling point of LN2 (∼77K), the entire sample is in the antiferro-

magnetic state as can be seen from figure 3.1. The sample was then brought back

to room temperature and again the MFM imaging was done under a field of ≈

0.04T (MFM tip field). With this temperature and field history, the sample is now

expected to remain mostly in the antiferromagnetic state very close to the onset of

the ferromagnetic state as seen through bulk magnetization measurements. This is

quite evident from the MFM image (M0) of figure 3.3 where the ferromagnetic state

is yet to develop. The phase shift is only a fraction of a degree. The scan area was

increased to 6µm × 6µm to maximize the chance of detecting the ferromagnetic clus-
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ters. The length scale of 6µm is quite small compared to the average grain size of

almost 30 µm. However, since the sample is only polished and not chemically etched,

it is not possible to determine in a unique manner if the scan area consists of a grain

boundary or not.

To study the time evolution (dynamics) of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic

transition, we now focus our attention on the place marked as ‘A’ on the 3D topog-

raphy and the MFM image of figure 3.3. At time t = 0 (i.e. the first measurement

performed after bringing back the sample to room temperature), the place marked

‘A’ on the topography (T0) has a height of about 40 nm and is the largest defect

site on the surface. This defect site acts as a nucleation centre for the first nucleus of

the ferromagnetic phase. The images (T1) and (M1) in figure 3.3 were obtained after

1 hour. As can be clearly seen the magnetic signal (ferromagnetic state) at location

‘A’ has increased to slightly more than 40. There are a few more locations at the

left corner of the image (M1) where additional nucleation centres are visible. The an-

tiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition is also coupled to a structural distortion

in which the volume of the unit cell in the ferromagnetic phase is slightly larger.16

Correspondingly, the height of the location ‘A’ has also increased to slightly more

than 50 nm (see figure 3.3 (T1)).

The topography (T2) and MFM (M2) of figure 3.3 were again recorded after

another 1 hour (t = 2 hrs). New blisters appear on the topography and the MFM

image. These regions are marked as 1, 2 and 3. There are also a few more locations

at the top corner of figure 3.3(M2) where the nucleation of the ferromagnetic phase

takes place. However, their density is much less and their individual magnitude is

also slightly smaller. At t = 2 hrs, the height of the location ‘A’ has also increased

to almost 70 nm with a corresponding increase in the magnetic signal at the same

location. This observation shows that not only the growth of individual nucleus

but also the formation of newer nuclei is governed by intricate coupling between the
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Figure 3.3: Time evolution of topography (T0, T1, T2 and T3) and the corresponding magnetic
information (M0, M1, M2 and M3) after the Fe48Rh52 sample was cooled to liquid nitrogen tem-
perature and brought back to room temperature. Note the change in scale of the MFM images
between M1 and M2, indicating the rise in magnetic signal. For creating the image of magnetic
information, the reference is shifted to make all values of phase change greater than zero.
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of counts obtained for phase shifts plotted in the images of figure 3.3
(M0), (M1), (M2) and (M3).

surface topography and the magnetic structure, which is discussed later. Eventually

after 3 hours, almost entire sample surface gets crowded with these nuclei of the

product ferromagnetic phase ((T3) and (M3)). No further changes were observed

after waiting for longer times, which indicates the saturation of the relaxation process.

It should be noted that for representing the MFM data, the reference of the phase

change is adjusted so as to make all the values positive. In reality, both the positive

and negative values of phase change corresponding to the formation of newer nuclei

are observed. Figure 3.4 makes this more clear.

Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of phase shift for all the MFM images (M0 to

M3). Each image has 256 × 256 points which thus gives the total number of counts.

Phase shift distribution of image (M0) shows equal number of counts for positive and

negative values making the distribution symmetric around zero. This is expected as

the sample is supposed to be in the antiferromagnetic state when the image (M0)

is obtained. As the evolution towards the ferromagnetic state takes place, the peak

of distribution shifts slightly towards negative values. A net negative phase shift
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indicates a repulsive interaction between the MFM tip and the sample surface (see

figure 2.12). The other aspect to be noted is that the width of the distribution has

increased from a fraction of a degree in (M0) to a few degrees in (M3) (this can also

be seen in the Z scale of the images of figure 3.3 as well). An increase in the width

of distribution with a slight shift in the peak indicates that though newer nuclei of

larger magnitudes are created, the net change in magnetization is quite less. Also,

the smaller values of phase shift in figure 3.3 compared to those obtained in figure 3.2

indicate that the bulk is still in the antiferromagnetic state and the nucleation seen in

figure 3.3 is probably only limited to the surface. The appearance of magnetic clusters

with both positive and negative phase shift in the MFM measurements clearly rules

out the possibility that the features seen in MFM measurements arise due to the

sample-tip interaction. Otherwise, all the phase changes would have been of the same

sign indicating either a completely attractive or repulsive interaction. Therefore, it

can be inferred that the events imaged in figure 3.3 are intrinsic features of the sample

and not any experimental artifact. The MFM tip only acts as a sensor and not a

trigger to the nucleation events.

The results presented in figure 3.3 show that a framework, which takes into ac-

count only static and isolated quenched-in disorder4 to explain phase coexistence

across the transition could be quite insufficient. In case of quenched disorder, the

density fluctuations in a coherence volume containing the defects create nucleation

centres which give rise to phase coexistence over a length scale of a few nano-metres.

The growth of individual nuclei is blocked due to the interface created between the

nucleus and the parent matrix.4 If additional thermal fluctuations are also present

which can overcome the interfacial energy barrier, each nucleus will grow to the extent

where thermal fluctuations are balanced by the energy barrier. This can probably

explain the growth of the location marked as ‘A’ in figure 3.3. However, this does not

explain the formation of newer nuclei (figure 3.3 (T2) and (M2)) unless a mechanism
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is present where the static impurities are correlated through a long range field. Disor-

der is intrinsic to any alloy system due to chemical inhomogeneity and lattice defects

occurring over few atomic length scales. In case where a system undergoes struc-

tural transition, cooperative lattice distortions and the associated modification in the

strain fields provide a natural way to couple the isolated pockets of disorder already

present.55 This scenario is seen in case of solid-solid transition in martensites which

are mainly strain based systems.58,59 We now focus our attention back to figure 3.3

(T2). Newer nuclei in (T2) are formed at those places where the surface undulations

were quite rapid in figure 3.3 (T0) and (T1). This indicates that variations in strain

field could be responsible for correlating the nucleation centres present in the sample.

A structural distortion taking place in one of the pockets of the sample produces a

strain in the surrounding matrix through cooperative lattice distortion. This lattice

distortion then couples to an adjacent impurity site and helps the other nucleus to

overcome the interfacial energy barrier. This cooperative phenomenon leads to for-

mation of textures of coexisting phases as can be seen in figure 3.3 (T2). The elastic

and the magnetic degrees of freedom are coupled in Fe-Rh system16 and thus the

lattice distortion (change in topography) is accompanied with a corresponding coex-

istence of the two competing magnetic phases (see figure 3.3 (M2)). This observation

seems to follow the theoretical model proposed by Ahn et al.9 where the structural

aspect is necessary to explain phase coexistence at micrometer scales. Modification

in strain field will take place even if the magnetic transition occurs first and then

leads to a structural distortion as seen in pump-probe experiments.22,23 It is possible

that the scan area shown in figure 3.3 contains a grain boundary which influences the

nucleation events in the regions 1, 2 and 3 of figure 3.3 (T2) and (M2). Even in that

case the above discussion remains valid as a grain boundary is a discontinuity in the

topography across which the variation in strain field will be very large.

The initial nucleation events which give rise to phase coexistence between the two
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lattice and magnetic structures modify the original elastic and magnetic energy land-

scape decided by the temperature and field history of the sample. This modification

can further produce numerous local minima in the energy landscape.9 The nucleation

dynamics is then governed by this dynamical change of the landscape itself. This

modification can lead to further nucleation of the product phase as seen in figure 3.3

(T3) and (M3) or can lead to a cooperative freezing of the transition in some cases.47,60

In either case the subsequent events are strongly dependent on the previous history

of the free energy landscape. The sequence of events, in some sense, appear to be self-

organized. It has been theoretically shown that micrometer scale phase coexistence

is self organized and is caused due to an underlying elastic energy landscape.9 The

structural aspect of the transition is necessary for the multi-scale phase coexistence

to occur across a first order magneto-structural transition. Our results on the time

evolution of the magneto-structural transition in Fe-Rh suggest that the predictions

which were originally proposed for manganites with colossal magnetoresistance could

also be extended to other systems which undergo a magneto-structural transition.

3.3 Summary

To summarize, we have directly imaged the time evolution of the initial stages of a

first order magneto-structural transition occurring in Fe-Rh alloy. We observe coexis-

tence of the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic phase over a sub-micrometer length

scale. Nucleation and growth of the ferromagnetic phase out of the superheated an-

tiferromagnetic matrix are observed. The correlation between the magnetic and the

structural aspects of transition is distinctly visible. The dynamics of the transition

process appears to be governed by coupling between electronic and elastic degrees

of freedom, which leads to occurrence of phase-coexistence in micrometer scale. All

these experimental observations further emphasize that the phase-coexistence and
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metastability are general properties of a first order phase transition, and should be

observed in various classes of materials undergoing magneto-structural transition ir-

respective of the origin of magnetic interaction. In the next few chapters, we shall

use the understanding developed in this chapter to further probe the effects of phase

coexistence and metastability on the functional properties of the Fe-Rh alloy system.

Publications based on this chapter

1) Imaging of time evolution of the first-order magneto-structural transition in Fe-

Rh alloy using magnetic force microscopy

M. Manekar, C. Mukherjee and S. B. Roy
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Chapter 4

Nucleation and growth dynamics

across first order phase transition

in Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 3, we saw the results of local imaging of the phase coexistence across the

antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition in the parent Fe-Rh alloy and how the

phase transformation proceeded as a function of time. In this chapter, we present

the results of bulk ac susceptibility and dc magnetization measurements on poly-

crystalline Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh. The sample undergoes a first order antiferromagnetic

to ferromagnetic phase transition both as a function of temperature and magnetic

field.21 It is known that addition of small amounts of Ni in the parent Fe-Rh alloy

shifts the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition to lower temperatures and

magnetic fields as compared to the parent alloy.21 This makes it possible to cover

the entire transition regime within the upper temperature limit of our measuring in-

struments. Here, we try to find the common features between a general first order



4.1 Introduction

transition driven by temperature and magnetic field and the time dependent crys-

tallization of solids from sufficiently undercooled melts. Crystallization process or

the nucleation and growth dynamics, in general, during transformations in solids has

been a subject of great interest.61,62 The solidification and melting transitions are

known to be of a first order nature and attempts have been carried out to establish

the common features in such transitions with first order transitions in other systems.

In this direction, it has been shown that the vortex lattice in a type-II superconductor

melts like ice melting to water.63 A lot of studies using local imaging at various length

scales with different techniques have been carried out on diverse systems to study the

transformation kinetics across first order transitions.47,50–54,56,57 While it is relatively

straightforward to estimate the phase fractions of the coexisting phases using local

imaging,64 it is quite difficult to get a physical parameter from bulk measurements

which can be related to the phase fraction. In situations where the local imaging

or measurement of latent heat is difficult due to small values, hysteresis across the

transition is used to determine the first order nature of the transition.2 The presence

of minor hysteresis loops (MHL) is usually taken as a signature of phase coexistence

of both the phases across a first order transition.43 However the correlation between

the area of MHL and the phase fraction has only been intuitive.65 In this chapter

we attempt to correlate the area of MHLs with the phase fraction by studying the

first order magnetic transition from the antiferromagnetic state to the ferromagnetic

state in polycrystalline Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh using bulk ac susceptibility and dc magneti-

zation measurements. The well studied antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition

in Fe-Rh provides an interesting case study to understand the nucleation and growth

dynamics across a first order magnetic transition. We first establish the generic fea-

tures seen across a first order transition like phase coexistence and metastability for

this antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition. The phase coexistence is inferred

by using the technique of MHLs and the presence of metastable states is confirmed
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through time dependent magnetization measurements across this first order transi-

tion. The results of these relaxation measurements are used to draw analogy between

the dynamics of this first order transition with the generalized model of crystallization

of solids. The inferred phase fraction from the areas of MHLs appears to follow the

well known Avrami law for phase transformation in solids.66

4.2 Phase coexistence and metastability

Figure 4.1 shows the ac susceptibility as a function of temperature both during heat-

ing and cooling of the sample. A sharp rise in susceptibility slightly above 260 K

during heating indicates the onset of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transi-

tion. During cooling, the onset of the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition

takes place at a temperature slightly below 320 K and the temperature dependent

susceptibility shows a hysteresis across the transition. Hysteresis across the anti-

ferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition in Ni doped Fe-Rh alloys has been earlier

observed in electrical transport measurements.21 Those results along with the present

ac susceptibility results confirm the first order nature of the transition. As mentioned

in our earlier reports on ac susceptibility measurements on other systems using the

same apparatus,43,44 we have swept the temperature unidirectionally instead of sta-

bilizing at each measurement point. This was done to avoid any thermal oscillation

around the temperature set-point which is typical of any PID controller. Reversing

the direction of temperature change before reaching the reversible region results in

a minor loop. A minor loop which exhibits finite hysteresis is an indication of the

coexistence of the two competing phases involved in the transition.43,67 Thus a MHL

initiated on the heating cycle indicates the coexistence of the growing product fer-

romagnetic phase within the parent antiferromagnetic matrix. Similarly the MHLs

initiated on the cooling cycle indicate the coexistence of the product antiferromag-
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Figure 4.1: Ac susceptibility as a function of temperature across the first order transition in
Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh. (a) Minor hysteresis loops initiated on the heating cycle and (b) Minor hysteresis
loops initiated on the cooling cycle. The temperatures of initiation of the minor loops in both the
cases are marked as A, B, C and D.

netic phase within the parent ferromagnetic matrix. Figure 4.1(a) and figure 4.1(b)

show a few representative MHLs initiated both on the heating and the cooling cycle

respectively. It can be seen that the area of MHLs increases while the sample trans-

forms from one phase to another. We shall relate the area of the MHLs with the

growth of the product phase in the following discussion.

Having established the presence of hysteresis and phase coexistence across the

transition, we focus on another signature of a first order transition which is the exis-

tence of metastable states. The signature of metastable states can be experimentally

observed by measuring the time dependence of a physical quantity intrinsic to the

sample which is relevant to the phase transition. In this case, we measure the time

dependence of magnetization at various temperatures in a fixed field of 10 mT using

the VSM.

Figure 4.2(a) shows normalized magnetization as a function of time at 295 K on the

heating cycle. The sample was heated unidirectionally up to 295 K from a temperature

well below those values where the magnetization is reversible. The magnetization was

then measured as a function of time immediately after the temperature was stabilized.
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Figure 4.2: Time dependent magnetization of Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh during the temperature driven
transition at representative temperatures on (a) the temperature increasing cycle and (b) the tem-
perature decreasing cycle. Solid line shows the calculated curve from equation 4.1.

The normalization of magnetization is carried out with respect to the magnetization

value at the first measurement point after reaching this temperature (i.e. at t =

0). The magnetization relaxes towards a higher value, which clearly indicates the

presence of metastable (superheated) antiferromagnetic phase relaxing towards the

stable ferromagnetic phase. The time dependent magnetization does not follow the

usual exponential law but can be very well fitted with the following equation:

M/M0 = −1 + 2tγ , (4.1)

where M0 is the value of magnetization at t = 0. The value of γ indicates the ex-

tent of relaxation, i.e. a higher value of γ means a greater degree of relaxation for

the same time interval. This equation has been shown to apply for the relaxation of

ferromagnetic dots which interact through long-range dipolar interaction.68 A similar

situation could arise for the case of an antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition

when the nucleation is heterogeneous. The clusters of the ferromagnetic phase nu-

cleate in the antiferromagnetic matrix and these ferromagnetic clusters can interact

through a long-range dipolar interaction. In chapter 3 we have discussed the results

of local imaging of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition on a sub-micron
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Figure 4.3: Temperature dependence of the exponent γ in equation 4.1 during the temperature
driven transition in Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh. The absolute value of γ is plotted for the cooling cycle for the
sake of comparison on the same scale.

scale in Fe-Rh alloy using magnetic force microscopy. There we have indeed shown

the nucleation of the ferromagnetic phase in the antiferromagnetic matrix. We believe

that the nucleated ferromagnetic clusters in this sample interact through long-range

forces.

Similar measurements of the time dependence of magnetization were performed

on the cooling cycle as well. Figure 4.2(b) shows the normalized magnetization as

a function of time at 270K on the cooling cycle. Once again the relaxation can be

described with the power law expressed in equation 4.1 with the value of γ being

negative. To get the temperature dependence of γ, relaxation measurements were

performed at various temperatures both during the heating and cooling cycle. For

measuring the relaxation during the heating(cooling) cycle, the temperature was in-

creased(decreased) unidirectionally until the target value starting from that temper-

ature where the magnetization is reversible.

Figure 4.3 shows the variation of the exponent γ in equation 4.1 as a function

of temperature. While the value of γ is directly taken for the heating cycle, the
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4.3 Avrami model of nucleation and growth

magnitude of γ is plotted for the cooling cycle. During the heating cycle, the value

of the exponent shows an initial increase with rise in temperature and then drops

with further rise in temperature. This probably indicates that the initial part of the

transition while heating is dominated by the creation of newer ferromagnetic nuclei

(giving rise to more relaxation) and at later stages these nuclei merge to grow into

the product ferromagnetic phase. The peak in the temperature dependence of γ

thus indicates the cross-over from nucleation to growth of the product phase. The

same discussion applies for the temperature dependence of γ while cooling. The

initial part of the cooling cycle appears to be dominated by the creation of newer

antiferromagnetic nuclei (resulting in more rapid fall of magnetization) and later

these antiferromagnetic nuclei coalesce to form the low-temperature antiferromagnetic

phase.

4.3 Avrami model of nucleation and growth

The results of figure 4.3 indicate a nucleation and growth mechanism quite similar

to that of crystallization of solids described in the Avrami model.66 The central

assumption of the Avrami model are as follows

• The new phase is nucleated by germ nuclei which already exist in the parent

matrix.

• The density of these germ nuclei diminishes through activation of some of these

into growth nuclei and the coalescence of these nuclei in to the product phase.

• The growth rate is independent of the transformed phase and only depends on

the untransformed phase

• The nucleation events are considered to be random and the nuclei are allowed

to freely overlap with each other during the growth process.

The schematic of this process is shown in figure 4.4.
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4.3 Avrami model of nucleation and growth

Figure 4.4: Schematic of the nucleation and growth process in the Avrami model. N is the number
of nuclei, α is the parent phase and β is the product phase.

4.3.1 Isothermal case

The transformation of the parent α phase in to product β phase proceeds by the

nucleation of new particles at a rate Ṅ per unit volume which grow at a rate Ġ into

spherical particles and only stop growing when they meet each other. During a time

interval, 0 < τ < t, nucleation and growth can only take place in untransformed

material. During the time interval τ to τ + dτ the number of nuclei, N , that appear

in a sample of volume V will be given by:66

N = V Ṅdτ. (4.2)

With the assumption of an isotropic growth with a constant growth rate Ġ, which

is not hindered by the previous growth, each nucleus will grow into a sphere of radius

Ġ(t − τ). Thus the volume of the product phase will be:

dV e
β =

4π

3
Ġ3(t − τ)3V Ṅdτ. (4.3)
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4.3 Avrami model of nucleation and growth

The superscript ‘e’ in the above equation is to indicate that the transformed

volume is actually an extended (or overestimated) volume of the β phase as the

spheres of the product phase are allowed to overlap freely (see figure 4.4). The

integration of equation 4.3 between τ = 0 to τ = t will yield the total extended

volume:

V e
β =

π

3
V ṄĠ3t4. (4.4)

Only a fraction of this extended volume is real and the overlapping region is

virtual. Since it is assumed that the nucleation is random (i.e. independent of the

other nucleation or growth events and having no preference), the fraction of the

extended volume that is real is proportional to the untransformed phase α. Thus,

dVβ = dV e
β

(

V − Vβ

V

)

. (4.5)

Upon integrating the above equation we get

ln(1 − f) = −
V e

β

V
, (4.6)

where f is the transformed phase fraction, or volume fraction of the product phase

β. The same equation can be rearranged in the more familiar form:

f = 1 − exp(−Ktη), (4.7)

where K is πṄĠ3/3 and η is 4 as can be seen from equation 4.4. This relation is

popularly known as the Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (KJMA) relation. Here

K is related to the activation energy and η is known as the Avrami exponent which

depends on the geometrical factors.66 The model was originally proposed for time

dependent isothermal cases where the melt (liquid phase) has been sufficiently un-
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4.3 Avrami model of nucleation and growth

Figure 4.5: Percent recrystallization (phase fraction) as a function of time at constant temperatures
during solidification of pure copper from melt. Reproduced from ref. [69].

dercooled to enable crystallization of the solid phase. Equation 4.7 gives the famous

S-shaped curve when the phase fraction of the crystallized phase is plotted as a func-

tion of time.69,70 One such example for the case of crystallization of pure copper is

shown in figure 4.5.

4.3.2 Temperature driven transition

If we extend this analogy for temperature driven first order magnetic transitions

with the same assumption of nucleation and growth process, we should be able to

(intuitively) see a similar relation of the temperature dependence of the phase fraction

of the product phase. From the results of local imaging presented for field-induced

transitions in case of Gd5Ge4
52 and CeFe2 based alloy system,51 the nucleation and

growth process appears to closely follow the assumptions of the Avrami model. We

believe that similar nucleation and growth process takes place across the first order

transition in case of our alloy system under consideration.

For temperature driven transitions, a general constitutive framework can be for-

mulated if the phase fraction f of the transformed phase is governed by a differential

equation of the type:71

df

dt
= F

(

f, T,
dT

dt
, . . . ,

dnT

dtn

)

. (4.8)
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4.3 Avrami model of nucleation and growth

Here F is some function of phase fraction, temperature and the rate of change of

temperature. In the first approximation, if the transformation rate depends only on

the first order rate of change of temperature, this equation can be specialized to

df

dt
= H

(

f, T
)dT

dt
, (4.9)

where H is a function of only f and T . The variables can be separated if we look

in to the third assumption of the Avrami model, which states that the rate of trans-

formation depends only on the untransformed phase fraction. Equation 4.9 can be

rewritten as:71

df

dt
=
(

1 − f)ζ(T )
dT

dt
. (4.10)

The temperature dependence of the phase fraction can be calculated by integrating

the above equation. This yields:

f = 1 − exp

(

−

∫

ζ(T )dT

)

. (4.11)

Under certain special circumstances the above equation will be reduced to

f = 1 − exp (−k(T − T0)
η), (4.12)

where T0 is the onset temperature of the transformation. This equation is very similar

to equation 4.7 with time replaced by temperature. A more rigorous derivation of the

non-isothermal KJMA equation requires the input from thermodynamical measure-

ments like the differential scanning calorimetry to know the activation energy which

decides the growth rate and the function ζ(T ).72,73 However, the final result matches

quite well with simple relation given in equation 4.12. The evolution of the phase

fraction with temperature also follows the S-shaped curve as in equation 4.7.74 The
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validity of this change of variables for our case needs to be verified now by identifying

the phase fraction across the first order transition in bulk measurements.

4.4 Identification of phase fraction

The central issue now is to identify a proper parameter from bulk magnetization

measurements which can be related with the phase fraction of the respective phases.

The value of magnetization or susceptibility at a particular temperature cannot be

directly taken as a measure of phase fraction because the nucleation of the ferromag-

netic phase is random, which leads to the magnetization of ferromagnetic clusters to

align in random directions. The measured bulk magnetization is the vector sum of

all these magnetic moments and thus will give an entirely different value of phase

fraction. In the earlier chapter which discussed the results of imaging of magneto-

structural transition using MFM, we have explicitly shown that the alignment of all

the newly formed ferromagnetic clusters during the transition is not along the same

direction. Also the time dependent magnetization data presented in figure 4.2 follow

an entirely different equation compared to the Avrami model in equation 4.7. This

strongly indicates that bulk magnetization cannot be taken as a measure of phase

fraction directly.

We propose that the area of MHLs can be a convenient parameter which is re-

lated to the phase fraction. Our heuristic argument is as follows. The envelope curve

is the hysteresis curve which encloses both the reversible low-temperature and high-

temperature phases. During the heating cycle of the envelope curve, the entire sample

transforms from the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic phase. Similarly, the cooling

curve represents the entire sample transforming from the ferromagnetic to antiferro-

magnetic phase. If a minor loop is initiated at any intermediate temperature value,

it exhibits a smaller hysteresis compared to the hysteresis obtained on the complete
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Figure 4.6: Temperature dependence of the areas of MHLs inferred from the ac susceptibility
measurements shown in figure 4.1. The areas of MHLs are related to the phase fraction of the
ferromagnetic phase. See text for details for the estimation of phase fraction during both the heating
and cooling cycles. The dashed line shows the theoretical curve for the heating cycle following
equation 4.12. Similarly, the solid line indicates the theoretical curve using the same equation for
the cooling cycle.

envelope curve. A minor loop shows hysteresis when both the phases involved in the

transition coexist. The MHL ‘A’ of figure 4.1(a) encloses a smaller area compared to

MHL ‘B’ as the amount of the ferromagnetic phase at lower temperatures is lower

during the heating cycle. Thus growing ferromagnetic fraction is also accompanied

with the growing area of MHL. If we (hypothetically) divide the entire sample into

smaller volumes, each hysteresis loop (envelope curve or MHL) can be thought of

as a superimposition of smaller hysteresis loops for each of these volumes. Thus

the area of a hysteresis loop initiated at any temperature, which is an addition of

smaller hysteresis loops, would represent the volume of the transformed phase at that

temperature. If we take the area of envelope curve as unity, the area of each MHL

divided by the area of the envelope curve can then be taken as the phase fraction

of the product phase at the temperature of initiation of MHL. A similar situation

has been dealt with in the case of hysteresis loops of ferromagnets where the minor

loop area is related to the volume fraction.75 However, in absence of any theoretical

framework for deducing the phase fraction from bulk measurements, our assumption

here is more simplified and we take the normalized area of MHL directly as the phase
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Figure 4.7: Isothermal magnetization of Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh as a function of magnetic field. Minor
hysteresis loops (a) on the field increasing cycle and (b) on the field decreasing cycle. The field
values of initiation of minor loops are marked as ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’.

fraction.

The increasing area of MHL during cooling represents the increasing phase fraction

of the antiferromagnetic phase. However, for simplicity, we shall always discuss in

terms of the increase and decrease of the fraction of the ferromagnetic phase. So unity

minus the normalized area of MHL during the cooling cycle represents the decrease

of the ferromagnetic fraction and thus can be plotted on the same scale as that of the

growing ferromagnetic fraction.

Figure 4.6 shows the phase fraction of the ferromagnetic phase as a function of

temperature both while heating and cooling the sample. The temperature dependent

phase fraction very closely resembles the famous ‘S’-shaped transformation-time curve

which is predicted by the Avrami model.66 The shape of the curve enables us to fit

the phase fraction with an equation very similar to the KJMA equation by replacing

time with temperature (equation 4.12). The values of T0 and η on the heating cycle

are 260 K and 1.837 respectively. Similarly on the cooling cycle, the values of T0

and η are 239.6 K and 1.324 respectively. As can be clearly seen, the experimental

data can be very well described with this law. This close similarity indicates that the

growth kinetics across a first order transition follow some kind of a universal behaviour
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irrespective of the detailed nature of the phases involved. Similar to our observation,

it has been shown that the extended Avrami model can also be applied for describing

the volume fraction of the reversed domains in ferroelectrics subjected to oscillating

electric fields.76 The nucleation and growth kinetics across the temperature driven first

order antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition in Fe50(Rh1−xPtx)50 thin films

were analyzed using the KJMA model.77 However, the authors have directly taken

the value of bulk magnetization as a measure of phase fraction, which is incorrect as

we have discussed before.

Similar arguments can be carried out for the field induced (metamagnetic) transi-

tion. Figure 4.7 shows the isothermal magnetization at 220 K. This temperature value

was chosen so that the entire sample is definitely a single phase antiferromagnet. A

sharp rise in magnetization at about 4T on the field increasing curve marks the onset

of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition. The transition is not complete

till 8 T which is quite close to the upper limit of magnetic field in our VSM. On

decreasing the field, we see a hysteresis across the transition similar to the tempera-

ture dependent ac susceptibility measurement. This indicates that the metamagnetic

transition is also of the first order nature. The presence of phase coexistence across

the metamagnetic transition can be seen by generating MHLs on the field-increasing

and field-decreasing cycles. Figure 4.7(a) shows a few representative MHLs initiated

on the field-increasing cycle. Similarly, figure 4.7(b) shows MHLs initiated on the

field-decreasing cycle.

Similar to the relaxation measurements in constant field which are shown in figure

4.2, isothermal time dependent magnetization measurements clearly show the pres-

ence of metastable states across the metamagnetic transition (see figure 4.8). Figure

4.8(a) shows time dependent magnetization during the field-increasing cycle, whereas

figure 4.8(b) shows relaxation during the field-decreasing cycle. Like the constant-

field relaxation shown in figure 4.2, the isothermal relaxation at various fields also
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Figure 4.8: Time dependent magnetization of Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh during the field induced transition
at representative fields on (a) the field increasing cycle and (b) the field decreasing cycle. The solid
line indicates the calculated curve using equation 4.1.

obeys the same law expressed in equation 4.1.

The value of exponent at various fields during both the field increasing and de-

creasing cycle is shown in figure 4.9. The same behaviour of the exponent is again

seen here across the field induced transition. This shows that the transition kinetics

appear to be the same for both the temperature and field induced transitions.
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Figure 4.9: Field dependence of the exponent γ in equation 4.1 during the field-induced transition.
The absolute value of γ is plotted for the field-decreasing cycle for the sake of comparison on the
same scale.
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Figure 4.10 shows the areas of MHLs during the metamagnetic transition along

with the theoretical fit given by the equation:

f = 1 − exp(−k(H − H0)
η), (4.13)

where H0 is the onset magnetic field of the transition.

This is just equation 4.12 rewritten by replacing temperature with magnetic field.

The phase fraction again closely follows the Avrami law as can be seen from figure

4.10. Here the values of H0 and η are 3 T and 2.284 respectively on the field-

increasing cycle. The values of H0 and η are 1.28 T and 2.198 respectively on the

field-decreasing cycle. The difference in the values of η for the temperature-driven

transition (see equation 4.12) and the field-driven transition probably arises because

the dependence of the activation energy on the magnetic field and temperature are

not explicitly included in the above equations. Further work is needed to establish a

generalized function similar to the case of electric field driven reversal of domains in

ferroelectrics.76 The areas of MHLs are represented in arbitrary units as we do not

have the complete envelope curve whose area can be taken for normalization.

We thus see that the temperature and field driven transitions both follow similar

kinetics and have a very close resemblance to that of phase transformation during

solidification process. We hope our experimental results will provide a path for future

work for identifying the phase fraction from bulk measurements and also to explain the

transformation kinetics in a generalized manner. More experimental and theoretical

work is required on various systems undergoing a first order phase transition before

a generalized framework is established.
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Figure 4.10: Field dependence of areas of MHLs inferred from the isothermal magnetization mea-
surements shown in figure 4.7, which is related to the phase fraction of the ferromagnetic phase.
See text for details for the estimation of phase fraction during both the field-increasing and field-
decreasing cycles. The dashed line shows the theoretical curve for the field-increasing cycle following
equation 4.13. Similarly, the solid line indicates the theoretical curve using the same equation for
the field-decreasing cycle.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter we have seen the results of the bulk ac susceptibility and dc magnetiza-

tion across the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition in (Fe0.975Ni0.025)50Rh50.

The time dependent magnetization both during the temperature and field driven

transitions follows a power law which is thought to arise from the long-range dipolar

interaction between the ferromagnetic clusters. The exponent of the power law equa-

tion shows a non-monotonic behaviour in both the temperature and field induced

transitions. This non-monotonic behaviour points towards a nucleation and growth

behaviour very similar to the Avrami model of crystallization of solids. The areas of

the minor hysteresis loops across the transition can be related to the phase fraction of

the product phase involved in a first order transition. The evolution of these areas fol-

low the law explained by the Avrami model which is extended by replacing time with

temperature and magnetic field. Further theoretical work is now required which can

relate the parameters from bulk magnetization measurements to the phase fraction
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4.5 Summary

across a first order magnetic transition. In the next chapter we see if the assumption

behind identification of phase fraction, that different locations of the sample which

undergo transition have their own hysteresis, holds true or not. Specifically we study

the response of the sample undergoing multiple temperature cycling inside the hys-

teretic region across the first order transition and model its thermal response within

the assumption of independent hysteresis loops.

Publications based on this chapter

1) Nucleation and growth dynamics across the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic

transition in (Fe0.975Ni0.025)50Rh50: analogy with crystallization

M. Manekar and S. B. Roy

J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 20, 325208 (2008).
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Chapter 5

Modeling of minor hysteresis loops

in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh

5.1 Introduction

In chapter 4, we discussed the nucleation and growth dynamics across the antifer-

romagnetic to ferromagnetic transition and showed the analogy with the crystalliza-

tion process. The identification of the phase fraction of the transformed phase from

bulk measurements was based on the assumption that different locations of the sam-

ple have their own independent hystereses. In this chapter we further explore the

assumption of independent hysteresis loops by studying the results of temperature

dependent strain measurements across the first order antiferromagnetic to ferromag-

netic phase transition in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh. We observe a distinct thermal hysteresis

in the measured strain across the phase transition. The minor hysteresis loops inside

the hysteretic regime across the temperature driven transition are modeled using the

Preisach model of hysteresis.78 The Preisach model is based upon the assumption

of adding independent hysteresis loops with a suitable weight factor to explain the

entire hysteresis curve. The applicability of the Preisach model to explain the general



5.2 Hysteresis and phase coexistence

features of minor hysteresis loops presented here is discussed for a disorder influenced

first order transition. Specifically we observe that the minor hysteresis loops show

the property of retaining the memory of the starting or end point of the temperature

cycle followed within the hysteretic region. A larger temperature excursion within the

hysteretic region wipes out the memory of a smaller temperature cycle which contains

one of the end points of the larger cycle. The end point memory and the wiping out

property of the minor hysteresis loops can be described quite well within the Preisach

model, irrespective of the temperature history followed to reach a particular starting

point. Our results show that the understanding of physical processes taking place

across a first order transition is important if the functional response of the material

is to be predicted under multiple cycling of the external driving parameter.

5.2 Hysteresis and phase coexistence

Figure 5.1 shows the linear strain in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh alloy as a function of temperature

in the temperature range from 150 K to 300 K. The strain ε(T ) is calculated with

respect to the length at 293 K and is defined as ∆L(T )/L(293K), where ∆L(T ) =

L(T ) - L(293K), with L(T ) being the length at any temperature T . A sudden increase

in strain during the heating cycle just near 200 K marks the onset of the antiferro-

magnetic to ferromagnetic first order magneto-structural transition. On decreasing

the temperature, the onset of the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition takes

place at slightly above 235 K and the transition completes just below 175 K. The

characteristic temperatures related to the transition are (FM)s ≈ 200 K, (FM)f ≈

275 K, (AFM)s ≈ 235 K and (AFM)f ≈ 175 K, where the subscripts ‘s’ and ‘f ’

denote the start and finish temperatures respectively. (FM)f is actually the limit of

superheating (T∗∗) and (AFM)f is the limit of supercooling (T∗) for the bulk sam-

ple.7 A linear strain of almost 0.4% is observed between the two reversible ends of the
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Figure 5.1: Linear strain as a function of temperature in the Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh alloy during the
heating and cooling cycles. See text for the definition of strain.

transition in our polycrystalline sample, which is consistent with the reported volume

change of nearly 1% across the transition measured by x-ray diffraction.16

The important aspect to be noticed about the hysteresis curve is related to the on-

set temperatures of the transition while heating and cooling. The onset temperature

during the cooling cycle ((AFM)s ≈ 235 K) is larger than that during the heating

cycle ((FM)s ≈ 200 K), which indicates that the transition is influenced by disorder,

as we have discussed in chapter 1.10 Furthermore, strain produced in the sample ma-

trix during a structural transition can couple these isolated defects and lead to the

formation of a landscape of free-energy minima.9 We have discussed the results of

local imaging of such correlation of the elastic and electronic (magnetic) degrees of

freedom across the FOMST in the parent Fe-Rh alloy in chapter 3. This free-energy

landscape can thus manifest as a broad transition when observed in bulk samples with

global measurements, but on a local scale (smaller pockets) the sample undergoes a

relatively sharp transition at different temperatures or different values of the external

driving force related to the transition. This behaviour has been seen in doped CeFe2

based alloy51, Ni-Mn-In alloy53 and Gd5Ge4.
52 The landscape model was shown to

be applicable in case of our parent sample Fe-Rh through direct imaging of the phase

coexistence (see chapter 3) and thus could be the cause behind the broad transition
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5.2 Hysteresis and phase coexistence

in the present sample under consideration. A similar landscape of transition fields

in the case of melting transition in vortex matter in a high-TC superconductor has

been explicitly imaged.64 A smeared out transition with the presence of supercooling

and superheating can result in a hysteresis curve as seen in figure 5.2 which has the

relation between the onset temperatures as mentioned above.10

As discussed in chapter 4, such broad first order transitions usually proceed

through the nucleation and growth of the product phase out of the parent matrix. The

hysteretic temperature region thus consists of a phase-coexistence regime where the

parent and product phase coexist together. We use the technique of minor hysteresis

loops (MHL)43 to establish the presence of phase coexistence across the hysteretic

region. We term the ε(T ) curve which encloses the hysteretic region as the envelope

curve (see figure 5.1). This envelope curve consists of the heating curve generated

from below T∗ till T∗∗ and the cooling curve started from above the T∗∗ till below

T∗. A minor loop is formed when the direction of temperature change during the

experiment is reversed before reaching the thermally reversible region. The MHLs

as well as the envelope curves are generated by varying the temperature in a strictly

unidirectional manner. Typically, the temperature is ramped at a rate of 0.6K/min.

We show some of the representative MHLs in figure 5.2 which are initiated both

on the heating and cooling cycle. The minor loops showing hysteresis is an indication

of the coexistence of the competing phases at the temperature of initiation of the

loop.43 The concept of the landscape of free energy minima discussed in the earlier

chapters will be useful when we attempt to model these MHLs generated during

multiple cycling of temperature.
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Figure 5.2: Minor hysteresis loops in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh initiated on (a) heating cycle and (b) the
cooling cycle. The temperatures of initiation of the minor loops are denoted as alphabets.

5.3 General features of minor hysteresis loops

The presence of hysteresis and phase coexistence (resulting in MHLs) across the

transition means that the value of the measured physical property not only depends

on the value of the driving force (temperature, in this case) but also on the history

of reaching to a particular value of the control parameter. The output is then a

multivalued function of the input. This fact is of significant importance if the physical

property (presently, strain) is to be used for technological applications where the

device undergoes numerous cycling of the driving force. Specifically, if the material

is cycled to and fro inside the hysteretic regime, it becomes necessary to be able

to predict the entire path of evolution of the output if a successful device is to be

constructed. Such a situation may arise if the entire available range of the strain

across the transition (0.4% in our case) is not required for the desired application.

To understand the response of the material exposed to multiple temperature cy-

cling, we first note down some of the universal features of the MHLs. Figure 5.3(a)

shows the result of multiple cycling of temperature inside the hysteretic regime across

the first order transition in our sample. This particular MHL is initiated on the en-

velope cooling curve. The temperature is decreased unidirectionally on the envelope
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Figure 5.3: (a) Minor hysteresis loop during the temperature driven transition in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh,
which shows the property of retaining the end point memory and also the wiping out of the memory
of a smaller temperature excursion inside a minor hysteresis loop. Note that the hysteresis is confined
to the first quadrant only. (b) The B −H (or M −H) hysteresis loop in a usual ferromagnet which
spans over all four quadrants. The minor loops and the retaining of the end point memory is clearly
seen in this case. Reproduced from ref. [40].

cooling curve till the temperature ‘A’ and then cycled along the path ‘A-B-C-D-A’.

During this cycling, the temperature is increased from ‘A’ to ‘C’ without reaching

the envelope heating curve (the extreme right curve in figure 5.3(a)) and then de-

creased back to the initial temperature value ‘A’, from where the first reversal of the

direction of temperature change took place. It is interesting to note that the strain

after the cycling along the MHL returns back to its original value. Such memory of

returning back to the initial value is known as either the return-point-memory or the

end-point-memory (EPM).79,80 Figure 5.3(b) shows the B−H (or M −H) hysteresis

in a usual ferromagnet with the minor loops showing the end point memory.

Apart from the EPM there is one more feature which is common to all the MHLs

irrespective of the temperature value or the history of initiation. Suppose instead

of following the path ‘C-D-A’, there is one more smaller to and fro cycling of the

temperature between ‘D’ and ‘E’. The path followed now starting from the envelope

cooling curve is ‘A-B-C-D-E-D-A’. Here we observe that the memory of the cycle
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5.4 The Preisach model of hysteresis

between ‘D’ and ‘E’ is wiped out. In general, during any MHL, the memory of the

smaller excursion of the input variable is wiped out if an excursion with larger values

of extrema is carried out over a path which includes one of the end points of the

smaller excursion. The wiping out property and the retaining of the EPM is found to

be valid over entire temperature range and are irrespective of the temperature history

of reaching to a particular value. We shall later see in more details the result of a

similar temperature cycling where the path ‘D-E’ is actually hysteretic.

The landscape of transition temperatures is able to explain the broad first order

transition (figure 5.1), the relation between the onset temperatures during heating

and cooling on the envelope curve (figure 5.1) and the phase coexistence across the

transition (figure 5.2). We now try to understand the general features of the MHLs

(figure 5.3) in terms of the landscape picture.

5.4 The Preisach model of hysteresis

We propose here that a natural way in which the landscape picture and the properties

of the MHLs (figure 5.3) can be related is through the Preisach model of hysteresis.78

Though the original model was proposed for explaining the hysteresis in a ferromag-

net,78 the assumptions of the model can be directly used for explaining other types

of hysteresis also, like the stress-strain hysteresis loop in shape memory alloys.81 The

basic assumption of the Preisach model is that the complete hysteresis curve can be

thought of as a summation of elementary hysteresis operators (or hysterons) defined

in figure 5.4. The switching operator γαβ is chosen such that γαβ × T is either 0 or

1, where T is the input. The value of the hysteresis operator switches to 1 at T =

α on the temperature increasing cycle and switches back to 0 at T = β during the

temperature decreasing cycle. In the original model for describing the hysteresis in

a ferromagnet, the output values of the hysteron switch between -1 to +1. However,
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0

1
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Figure 5.4: The definition of an elementary hysteresis operator according to the Preisach model
for explaining the hysteresis in figure 5.1.

our hysteresis curve is limited to only the first quadrant and thus the definition of

the hysteresis operator is chosen as shown in figure 5.4.

The output ε(T ) is then given by78

ε(T ) =

∫ ∫

α≥β

µ(α, β)[γαβT ]dαdβ, (5.1)

where µ(α, β) is the distribution function or the weight factor associated with each

hysteresis operator. The schematic of this equation is shown in figure 5.5. In a normal

hysteresis curve, the value of the input parameter at which the switching takes place

during the forward cycle is always larger than that during the reverse cycle. Thus

the limit of integration is within the domain α ≥ β. The entire hysteresis curve can

be described if the distribution function µ(α, β) is known.

The equivalence of the landscape picture and the Preisach model comes from the

assumption of the Preisach model that each of the hysteron has its own hysteresis,

i.e. independent α and β values. This particular assumption appears to be valid, at

least on the micrometre length scales, for samples undergoing first order transition.

Local imaging of phase coexistence across first order transition has established that

different pockets of the sample undergo transition at different values of the driving
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5.5 Modeling of minor hysteresis loops

Figure 5.5: A pictorial representation of the Preisach model given in equation 5.1.

force like temperature or magnetic field.51–53 During the back transformation, the

sample volume which transforms first during the forward cycle is the last to transform

back to the original state.52,53 This observation clearly shows that each of the sample

pockets has its own hysteresis, which validates the applicability of the Preisach model

to first order transitions.

5.5 Modeling of minor hysteresis loops

The central problem now is to identify a proper distribution function from the bulk

measurements which will explain the hysteresis and the behaviour of MHLs under

multiple cycling. For this purpose, we analyze the first order reversal curves (FORC),

or the first reversal curves which are initiated on the envelope heating curve. To obtain

any FORC, the temperature is increased monotonically in to the hysterestic region

from below the reversible region on the low temperature side. The temperature below

which the strain is reversible is denoted as β0. The temperature is increased to a value

α, where the value of strain is εα (see figure 5.6(a)). After reaching α, the direction of

the temperature change is ‘reversed’ (i.e. decreased) till a value β. The value of the

output on this FORC is then denoted as εαβ. This notation is chosen to take in to

account the initial and final values of the temperature history to reach to a particular

value of output.
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Figure 5.6: (a) One example of the first order reversal curve across the first order transition in
Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh and (b) The equivalent construction of the thermal cycling in the αβ plane.

The same temperature excursion can be represented in the αβ plane as in figure

5.6(b). The triangle in the αβ plane is bound by x = β0, y = α0 and α = β lines.

The domain of integration of equation 5.1 lies within this triangle for the entire major

loop or the envelope curve. Each temperature increase is represented by a horizontal

line moving from bottom to top and each temperature decrease is represented by a

vertical line moving from the right to left. For the FORC in figure 5.6(a), the first

temperature increase from below β0 to α is shown by the horizontal line ‘A-B-C’.

The output strain εα on the envelope heating curve for this temperature cycle is then

given by equation 5.1, with the domain of integration as the triangle ‘A-C-E’. All the

hysterons which belong to the triangle ‘A-C-E’ will have switched their state from 0

to +1. When the temperature is decreased from α to β, the path in the αβ plane

moves along the vertical line ‘B-D’ towards the left hand side. The hysterons in the

triangle ‘B-C-D’ will switch their states back to zero and the value of the measured

output will decrease. The output strain εαβ is now given again by equation 5.1, with

the domain of integration denoted by S+, which is the region bound by ‘A-B-D-E’.

The region ‘A-B-D-E’ can be constructed by subtracting the area of triangle ‘B-C-D’

from that of the triangle ‘A-C-E’. This subtraction allows us to define a function
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5.5 Modeling of minor hysteresis loops

F (α, β), such that

F (α, β) = εα − εαβ. (5.2)

This definition is similar to the one used in case of stress-strain hysteresis curve.81

In case of the hysteresis in ferromagnets, the function F (α, β) is taken to be half of

what is given in the above equation.78 This difference arises because the hysteresis

in our case is contained only in the first quadrant and can be explained by a 0 to 1

switch, in place of -1 to +1.

From the above definition, it can be seen that

F (α, β) =

∫ ∫

B−C−D

µ(α, β)[γαβT ]dαdβ, (5.3)

where B-C-D is the triangular region shown in figure 5.6(b).

Differentiating first with respect to β
′

and then α
′

, we get

µ(α
′

, β
′

) = −
∂2F (α

′

, β
′

)

∂α′∂β ′
. (5.4)

Here we have replaced the dummy variables to α
′

and β
′

.

So if a collection of all the FORC is available for all the α, β values, then the

distribution function can be determined. However, the practical difficulty in this ap-

proach is that any noise in the experiment gets amplified due to the double derivative

and it may become quite impossible to obtain any meaningful information.

The MHLs can be determined without actually using equation 5.4 if the definition

of F (α, β) from equation 5.3 is used along with the geometric construction for each

temperature excursion as shown in figure 5.6(b). Figure 5.7(a) shows two minor

hysteresis loops or a loop within a loop. The bigger MHL is generated by decreasing

the temperature from α1 to β1, then increasing the temperature to α2 and finally

reducing the temperature to below β1. The inner MHL is generated by following the
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Figure 5.7: (a) A larger and smaller minor hysteresis loop showing the end-point-memory and
wiping out property respectively in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh. The solid lines are calculated using equations
5.7 and 5.9. (b) The geometric construction in the α, β plane showing the temperature excursion
for the inner minor hysteresis loop.

path α1-β1-α2-β2-α3 and then reducing the temperature to β3. The EPM is observed

at β1 and the wiping out of the memory of the smaller excursion between β2 to

α3 and back, is observed at β2. The geometric representation of the temperature

excursion for obtaining this inner MHL is shown in figure 5.7(b). Each horizontal line

represents the increase of temperature and the vertical line represents the decrease of

temperature. The final decrease is along the line ‘G-I’ which moves to the left as the

temperature is decreased. The value of the output strain is then given by equation

5.1 with the domain of integration bound by the region S+ which is the area ‘A-B-D-

E-F-G-I-L-A’. This area S+ can be constructed as a summation of smaller trapezoids

like ‘A-B-K-L’, ‘D-E-J-K’ and so on. The area ‘A-B-K-L’ is obtained by subtracting

the area of triangle BCK from the triangle ACL. The triangle ACL is bound by α1, β0

and is denoted by ∆(α1, β0). Similarly the triangle BCK is bound by α1, β1 and is

denoted by ∆(α1, β1). If the temperature is increased up to α1 and then decreased to

β1, the output strain will be given by:

εα1β1
=

∫ ∫

A−B−K−L

µ(α, β)[γαβT ]dαdβ, (5.5)
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which can be rearranged as:

εα1β1
=

∫ ∫

∆(α1,β0)

µ(α, β)[γαβT ]dαdβ −

∫ ∫

∆(α1,β1)

µ(α, β)[γαβT ]dαdβ, (5.6)

which is just equal to F (α1, β0) - F (α1, β1) as can be seen from the definition of

F (α, β) in equation 5.3. The output strain related to the other trapezoids in figure

5.7(b) can be calculated in a similar manner. In general the output strain in terms

of F (α, β) can be written as:

ε(T ) =
N−1
∑

i=0

[

F (αi+1, βi) − F (αi+1, βi+1)

]

, (5.7)

where the last term βN contains the temperature (or the input). Representing in

this form allows one to avoid the double derivative which can lead to noise. Also,

there is no adjustable parameter involved in this calculation and all the data are

used from the measured FORC initiated at closely spaced temperature intervals.

Figure 5.7(a) shows two calculated curves using equation 5.7, α2 to β1 and α3 to

β3, on the temperature decreasing path. The experimental data on the temperature

decreasing cycle is described quite well using this equation. In equation 5.7, the

current temperature is βN . The value of the last term is εαN
- εαNβN

. This means

that the temperature-decreasing portion of the curve can be obtained from the first

reversal curve initiated at αN on the envelope heating curve.

We now see the calculation for the temperature increasing cycle. Figure 5.8(a)

shows a MHL initiated on the envelope cooling cycle at a temperature β1. In the αβ

plane this decrease is represented by a vertical line ‘B-C-I’ (see figure 5.8(b)). The

temperature increase till α2 is shown by the line ‘C-D-E’. The earlier discussion for

arriving at equation 5.7 holds here also except that the term for the last temperature

increase has to be added separately. The output strain due to the last temperature
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Figure 5.8: (a) MHL initiated on the envelope cooling curve in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh. The solid lines are
calculated using equations 5.7 and 5.9. (b) Geometrical representation of the temperature cycling
in the αβ plane.

increase from β2 to (or along) α3 is given by equation 5.1 with the domain of inte-

gration as the triangle ‘F-G-H’. The last temperature increase is represented by the

horizontal line ‘F-G’ moving upwards. The triangle ‘F-G-H’ is bound by α3, β2 and

thus from the discussion on equation 5.3, the output strain for the last temperature

increase will be just F (α3, β2).

The total output strain will then be:

ε(T ) =
N
∑

i=0

[

F (αi+1, βi) − F (αi+1, βi+1)

]

+ F (α3, β2). (5.8)

Adding and subtracting F (α0, β0), the total output strain for the last temperature

increase will be:

ε(T ) = F (α0, β0) −
N
∑

i=0

[

F (αi, βi) − F (αi+1, βi)

]

. (5.9)

Here αN+1 is the current temperature. The solid lines in figures 5.7(a) and 5.8(a)

are calculated using the combination of equations 5.7 and 5.9 for the temperature

decreasing and temperature increasing curves respectively. The calculated curves
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Figure 5.9: Schematic of minor hysteresis loops to explain the meaning of ‘congruency’.

also show EPM and the wiping out property which is a natural outcome of the

Preisach model.78 Thus the applicability of the Preisach model to first order phase

transition not only is justified from the basic equivalence of the landscape picture

and the hysterons, but also from the outcome of this assumption like the EPM and

wiping out property. The reasonably good description of the experimental results by

the calculation comes from the congruence of the MHLs with the FORC generated on

the envelope curve.78 The last terms in both the summations in equations 5.7 and 5.9

contain the temperature dependence of the output strain when the curve is initiated

on the envelope heating curve. This clearly means that an MHL generated inside the

hysteretic region is self-similar or congruent to the curve generated with the same

temperature values on the envelope curve. An example of congruence is shown in

figure 5.9 where the output curves ‘a-b’ and ‘c-d’ between the temperatures α
′

and

β
′

are similar to each other irrespective of the input history followed to reach to the

starting point.

5.6 Deviations from the Preisach model

The observation of congruence however breaks down for large temperature excursions

along the MHL as we see in figure 5.10. Figure 5.10 shows two MHLs generated
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Figure 5.10: Results of calculation (solid lines) using equations 5.7 and 5.9 along with the ex-
perimental data (open circles) of Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh which show the breakdown of Preisach model for
larger temperature excursions.

on the envelope cooling curve. The first MHL is along the path ‘A-B-C-D-A’ and

further cooling. The second one is along ‘A-B-C-E-F-E’ and further heating. For

the first MHL, the calculation matches quite well with the experimental data with

both the data and calculation showing EPM. For the second MHL, the calculation

starts deviating around 213 K and then consistently gives lower values of output

strain compared to the experimental data. However, the EPM is observed in the

experiment at the temperature E. In the calculation, the EPM is still retained and is

observed at E
′

instead of E. This behaviour is consistently observed for all the MHLs

when the temperature excursion goes beyond 213 K on the heating cycle and 195 K

on the cooling cycle.

It was also noted by other authors82 that the Preisach model explains the MHLs

better only somewhere near the middle of the transition but not near the tails. We

feel that this failure comes due to the lack of congruency between the FORC on the

envelope curve and the MHLs when there is a crossover from the nucleation dominated

process to the growth oriented process across the transition. It appears that the EPM

is always retained irrespective of the range of temperature cycling, i.e. irrespective

of the underlying physical process of nucleation or growth, whereas the congruency
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is lost. The congruency may be lost during the growth because different pockets

of the transformed phase now merge together, which may thus contradict the basic

assumption of the Preisach model of independent hysteresis operators. Probably after

a particular length scale of coalescence, the different pockets of the transformed phase

may influence each other and no longer remain independent.

This observation poses interesting questions about the phenomena occurring dur-

ing first order phase transitions which are influenced by disorder. Does the EPM

occur over smaller length scales (over a few nanometres) also where the hysterons can

still be treated as independent, or the observed EPM in bulk measurements is just an

ensemble average of all the uncorrelated stochastic events? The congruency appears

to be independent of EPM in the experimental observation, whereas both of them are

related in the original Preisach model.78 Similar questions have been posed for the

case of hysteresis in ferromagnets.79 It was shown there that the EPM is a result of

an ensemble average and does not occur on the local scale.79 By carefully controlling

the disorder in ferromagnetic films, it was shown that the microscopic EPM does not

occur in clean samples but is partially recovered by increasing the disorder, though

the macroscopic EPM is observed for all the samples.80 Our results presented here

show that similar experiments are now required for first order phase transitions in

presence of carefully controlled disorder which will probe for EPM and congruency

at various length scales.

5.7 Summary

As an extension to the results presented in the earlier chapters, we have measured

the linear strain as a function of temperature and magnetic field across the first

order transition in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh. The presence of phase coexistence across the

transition is inferred using the technique of minor hysteresis loops. These minor
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hysteresis loops are found to retain the memory of the last reversal of temperature

change, over the entire temperature range and irrespective of the temperature history

followed to reach the point of initiation. The smaller temperature excursion is wiped

out by a larger excursion if the larger excursion contains one of the extrema of the

smaller excursion. The picture of landscape of transition temperatures, which arises

in a disorder influenced first order phase transition as seen in the earlier chapters,

is correlated with the Preisach model of hysteresis. The assumptions used in the

earlier chapter to infer the phase fraction from bulk measurements across a first order

transition (i.e. different locations of the sample having their own hysteresis) appear

to be reasonably valid. The Preisach model appears to fail beyond a certain range of

temperature excursion, most probably due to a crossover from nucleation to growth

across the transition. Our observations pose certain questions on the retention of

memory of a temperature cycling, which need further experiments at various length

scales on samples prepared with carefully controlled disorder. We believe that these

future experiments could provide further information which is useful for tuning the

functional properties of smart materials whose applications are based on first order

phase transition.
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Chapter 6

Thermomagnetic history effects in

the multi-functional properties of

Fe-Rh based alloys

6.1 Introduction

In the earlier chapters we first established the presence of phase coexistence and

metastability across the first order transition through local imaging and bulk mea-

surements. The nucleation and growth dynamics along with the identification of the

phase fraction during transformation were also studied. This understanding was then

used to study the history effects inside the hysteretic region of the temperature driven

transition. The history effects during the transition caused by a single external vari-

able like temperature was modeled by using the Preisach model of hysteresis. In this

chapter we study the history effects and their influence on the functional properties

when the first order transition can be driven by two thermodynamic variables like

the temperature and magnetic field. The functional properties we study are the giant

magnetocaloric effect and giant magnetostriction. This study of the thermomagnetic
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history effects helps in solving the long standing problem of the vanishing magne-

tocaloric effect in Fe-Rh as we had mentioned in chaper 1 as a part of our motivation

behind this work. The physical properties that are measured to study these history

effects are mainly the field and temperature dependent dc magnetization and linear

strain.

We observe interesting thermomagnetic history effects, which are interpreted in

terms of a disorder influenced first order phase transition and associated features like

phase coexistence and metastability. The importance of understanding these history

effects is highlighted in the context of achieving repeatable functional properties of

the Fe-Rh alloy in particular, and any other material which undergoes a first order

magneto-structural transition, in general.

6.2 Thermomagnetic history effects in

magnetization measurements

Thermomagnetic history effects across a first order magneto-structural transition have

been studied extensively in recent years in a variety of materials.83–85 (Also see Roy

and Chaddah11 for an extensive review). Recently, some interesting thermomagnetic

history effects in Fe-Rh epitaxial thin films have been reported.86 These history effects

were interpreted in terms of complex nucleation processes that occur across a first

order transition. It has also been stated that though Fe-Rh exhibits a giant MCE

close to room temperature, the magnetocaloric effect vanishes after the first field

cycle.25,30,31 This observation makes it necessary to further investigate the effect of

temperature and field cycles on the Fe-Rh alloy system and verify the above result.

In this chapter, we show that Fe-Rh indeed exhibits a repeatable behaviour and does

not lose its magnetic properties if the starting point of the field cycle in the H − T

phase space is chosen properly. As our discussion is based only on the generic features
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Figure 6.1: Ac susceptibility of Fe48Rh52 as a function of temperature in a magnetic field of
3.4×10−4 T rms. The temperatures of initiation of the minor hysteresis loops are marked as A, B,
C and D. See text for details.

like phase coexistence and metastability across a first order transition and not on the

specific microscopic interaction, the history effects are not limited to only the Fe-Rh

system. Such history effects should be seen in other systems as well which undergo a

similar first order magneto-structural transition.

Figure 6.1 shows ac susceptibility of Fe48Rh52 as a function of temperature both

while heating and cooling the sample. The measurement is performed in the temper-

ature range from 80 K to 380 K, but only the temperature range which shows the

antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition is presented here for clarity. The onset

of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition during warming occurs at about

300 K. The conversion from the antiferromagnetic phase to ferromagnetic phase is

completed at around 365 K, beyond which the susceptibility shows a reversible be-

haviour. On cooling, a thermal hysteresis of about 10 K is observed across the transi-

tion and the conversion from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic phase gets completed

at around 280 K. This indicates that the ferromagnetic phase can be supercooled down

to 280 K. It is well known that the transition parameters like the onset temperatures

and the width of the transition are quite sensitive to the heat treatment schedule.24

Since our sample has been subjected to prolonged annealing, the transition occurs
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over a broader temperature interval compared to the case of a quenched sample.24

The difference of temperatures between the two reversible regions, low temperature

antiferromagnetic and the high temperature ferromagnetic, is quite large (≈ 85 K).

This indicates that (as discussed in the earlier chapters), both while heating and

cooling, the transition proceeds through a heterogeneous nucleation of the product

phase in the parent matrix. The sample is thus in a phase coexistent state between

the two reversible regions. The MHLs highlight the presence of phase coexistence.

As we have discussed in the earlier chapter, the temperature change has to be strictly

unidirectional to observe an MHL. Oscillation of temperature around the tempera-

ture set-point is prevented by slowly ramping the temperature and recording the data

dynamically instead of stabilizing at each temperature. Typically, the temperature is

ramped at a rate of 0.6 K/min or less. In such a situation where the temperature is

not allowed to stabilize, it is important to minimize the lag between the temperature

sensor and the sample. This has been ensured for our set-up in different temperature

ranges.43,44 We show four representative MHLs in figure 6.1 which are initiated on the

warming cycle. As the MHLs are initiated on the warming cycle, the area enclosed

by each MHL is proportional to the amount of the growing ferromagnetic phase. The

relationship between the onset and completion temperatures of the phases involved

in the transition show that the transition is influenced by disorder (See the discussion

related to figure 1.7).

Figure 6.2 shows temperature dependent magnetization measurement in Fe48Rh52,

both while warming and cooling, performed in a field of 1 T. The application of field

shifts the onset temperature of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition to

about 295 K. The magnetization is reversible below 265 K, which indicates that the

ferromagnetic phase can be supercooled down to 265 K in presence of 1 T field. Sim-

ilarly, application of higher fields shifts the onset temperatures to even lower values.

The application of 2 T field changes the onset of the antiferromagnetic to ferromag-
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Figure 6.2: Magnetization of Fe48Rh52 as a function of temperature in a magnetic field of 1 T.

netic transition to about 282 K and the ferromagnetic phase can be supercooled

down to almost 245 K. All the magnetization curves show reproducible behaviour

irrespective of the number of temperature cycles experienced by the sample. This is

in contrast with the observation made by Annaorazov et al.25 where the transition

parameters stabilized only after about 10 cycles. Their sample was quenched from

1000 0C in ice cold water whereas our sample was cooled slowly at a rate of 2 0C from

the annealing furnace.

Having established the presence of phase coexistence and the effect of applied

magnetic field across the temperature driven transition, we now study the effect of

field variation at constant temperatures. The antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic

transition is also known to be induced by the isothermal application of magnetic

field.16 Thus, it would be interesting to study the effect of magnetic field on a phase

coexistent state.

Figure 6.3 shows one such isothermal magnetization measurement at 270 K. The

sample was warmed from below 200 K up to this temperature in zero field. With

this temperature and field history, the sample is expected to be entirely in the an-

tiferromagnetic state as can be seen from figure 6.1. The onset of the field-induced

antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition (metamagnetic transition) occurs at
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Figure 6.3: Magnetization of Fe48Rh52 as a function of field at 270 K.

around 3 T and the transition is still incomplete till 5 T, which is the highest possible

field in our magnetometer. On decreasing the field, there is a large hysteresis across

the transition. The curve for the next field increase (envelope curve) is obtained after

the first field cycle both in the positive and negative direction is completed. The

envelope curve nearly follows the virgin magnetization curve (within experimental

error) and this envelope curve is retraced in subsequent cycles.

Figure 6.4 shows the magnetization measurement at T = 290 K. As before, the

sample was warmed up to this temperature in zero field. The temperature 290 K is still

below the onset of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition (see fig. 6.1) and

the sample is expected to be a single phase antiferromagnet in zero field. The onset of

the metamagnetic transition is around 1.4 T. Since the starting conditions of figure 6.3

and 6.4 are the same, it is expected that same result of a nearly overlapping envelope

and virgin curve should be reproduced. However, we see that the magnetization on

the envelope curve is distinctly higher than that of the virgin curve and we get a

situation where the virgin curve lies outside the envelope curve. The virgin curve can

be recovered back only by first cooling the sample in zero field below 200 K and then

coming back to 290 K in zero field.

Figure 6.5 shows the isothermal M−H curve at 305 K. At this temperature, in zero
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Figure 6.4: Magnetization of Fe48Rh52 as a function of field at 290 K.

field, the conversion from the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic phase has already

started and the sample is in the phase coexistent state as can be seen from figure

6.1. The starting condition for the M − H curve in figure 6.5 is thus quite different

from that in figure 6.4 where the sample was entirely in the antiferromagnetic state.

Here the onset of the metamagnetic transition cannot be defined in a unique manner

as some fraction of ferromagnetic phase is already present. However, we see a slight

change of curvature in the virgin curve at around 0.8 T which probably is due to a

large fraction of sample getting converted from the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic

state. Here again the field induced transition is not completed till 5 T. Though the

initial condition of the M − H curve in figure 6.5 is completely different compared

to that in figure 6.4, we see a similar behaviour of the virgin curve lying outside

the envelope curve. Only the difference of magnetization between the envelope and

virgin curve is much larger at 305 K, which is due to the stable ferromagnetic phase

coexisting with the antiferromagnetic phase even before the field is applied.

To further probe the nature of this phase coexistence, relaxation measurements

at various fields are performed at T = 305 K on the virgin magnetization curve and

envelope curve. figure 6.6 shows the results of such measurements. For relaxation

measurements on the virgin curve (see figure 6.6(a)), the sample is first warmed up to
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Figure 6.5: Magnetization of Fe48Rh52 as a function of field at 305 K.

305 K in zero field from below 200K. The field at which the measurement is performed

(say 0.4 T) is achieved with the same field steps as shown in figure 6.5. Magnetization

is then measured as a function of time after stabilizing the field. For measurements

at other fields, the sample is again cooled below 200K in zero field and then warmed

back to 305 K. The desired field value is achieved with the same protocol of field

variation used in figure 6.5 and then the magnetization is measured as a function

of time. A finite relaxation towards higher magnetization is seen at all the field

values presented in figure 6.6(a). This indicates that the antiferromagnetic phase is

metastable (superheated) and gets converted to the stable ferromagnetic phase. The

degree (amount) of relaxation is lesser at higher fields, which shows that most of the

conversion from the metastable antiferromagnetic phase to the stable ferromagnetic

phase has taken place. Also the degree of relaxation increases initially up to 0.6 T

and then gradually reduces at higher fields, which is typical of a disorder influenced

first order transition.10

The relaxation on the envelope curve (see figure 6.6(b)) is measured by achieving

the same field history for a particular field value as obtained in figure 6.5. For each

measurement, the sample is first warmed up to 305 K from below 200 K and then the

field cycle is completed both for the positive and negative values of field. This way
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Figure 6.6: Magnetic relaxation measurements on Fe48Rh52 at 305 K. (a) Relaxation on the
virgin curve. (b) Relaxation on the envelope curve. M0 is the value of magnetization for the first
measurement.

each field point on the envelope curve is obtained and then magnetization is measured

as a function of time for that field value. Here again we see a finite relaxation from the

antiferromagnetic state to the ferromagnetic state. However, it should be noted that

the maximum change in magnetization (relaxation in 1 T field, see figure 6.6(b)) is less

than 2% on the envelope curve whereas the maximum change of magnetization on the

virgin curve is about 7% (see figure 6.6(a)). This clearly indicates that large amount

of the metastable antiferromagnetic phase has been converted to stable ferromagnetic

phase during one field cycle. Thus the envelope curve in figure 6.5 corresponds to a

state where more quantity of the ferromagnetic phase is present in the sample and

therefore lies above the virgin magnetization curve.

M −H measurements performed at various temperatures show a varying amount

of the virgin curve lying outside the envelope curve. Figure 6.7 shows ∆M (the

difference of magnetization on the envelope and virgin curves) as a function of field

at various temperatures. As the temperature increases, there is an initial increase

in the maximum value of ∆M and then there is a gradual drop. In the following

discussion we attempt to relate this behaviour of the virgin curve with the growing

fraction of the ferromagnetic phase as a function of temperature.
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Figure 6.7: Difference of magnetization of Fe48Rh52 on the envelope curve and the virgin curve as
a function of temperature.

Virgin curve can lie outside the envelope curve due to the kinetic arrest of a first

order phase transition as seen in the case of CeFe2 based alloys,83,87 Gd5Ge4,
88 MnSi,89

Nd7Rh3,
90 and manganites.85,91 However, we see a finite relaxation on the virgin as

well as the envelope curve (see figure 6.6), which does not follow the usual stretched

exponential behaviour for glassy dynamics and thus rules out the possibility of a

kinetic arrest of the transition. (We shall discuss the results on the arrested kinetics

of a first order transition in the next chapter.)

We discuss below the possibility of the virgin curve lying outside the envelope

curve in terms of generic features of a disorder broadened first order transition. In

such cases, the transition line in the H − T phase diagram becomes a band of tran-

sition temperatures and fields.87 An H − T phase diagram for our sample (see figure

6.8) is constructed from the actual experimental data on isothermal and isofield mag-

netization as follows. The field and temperature values for the limit of supercooling of

the ferromagnetic phase are determined from the zero-field ac susceptibility and tem-

perature dependent magnetization measurements in finite fields. (See the discussion

on figures 6.1 and 6.2).

These values are used to plot the (H∗,T∗) line, which represents the limit of
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Figure 6.8: H − T phase diagram of Fe48Rh52 constructed from magnetization measurements.

metastability for the ferromagnetic phase, following the standard notation.7 Be-

low this line it is not possible to retain the ferromagnetic phase in the supercooled

(metastable) state. Similarly from the zero field susceptibility and the isothermal

field-dependent magnetization at various temperatures, the field and temperature

values are determined beyond which the magnetization is reversible in the stable fer-

romagnetic state. These values are used to plot the (H∗∗,T∗∗) line which indicates

the upper limit of metastability of the antiferromagnetic phase.7 Beyond this line the

antiferromagnetic phase cannot be superheated and the entire sample is in the stable

ferromagnetic phase. The region between the (H∗,T∗) and the (H∗∗,T∗∗) lines is that

region where both the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic phases coexist.

We now see the details of this phase coexistent region. The onset temperatures

of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition at various fields are obtained

from the ac susceptibility and temperature dependent magnetization measurements

as discussed before. These values give the (H,T)onset (AFM to FM) line. Below

the (H,T)onset (AFM to FM) line, the antiferromagnetic phase is still stable as it

has not undergone any transformation either by increasing the field or temperature.

However, during the back transformation from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic
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phase, some amount of the ferromagnetic phase can remain supercooled (SC FM)

between the (H∗,T∗) line and the (H,T)onset (AFM to FM) line as the field and

temperature values are still not below the (H∗,T∗) line. So the region between the

(H∗,T∗) and the (H,T)onset (AFM to FM) line represents that state of the sample

where both the stable antiferromagnetic and supercooled ferromagnetic phases are

possible. The supercooled ferromagnetic state is possible only during the field or

temperature reduction cycles from the stable ferromagnetic state. Similarly there

will be a line just below the (H∗∗,T∗∗) line (marked as (H,T)onset (FM to AFM))

which represents the onset of the back transformation from the ferromagnetic to

antiferromagnetic phase.

Above the (H,T)onset (AFM to FM) line and below the (H∗∗,T∗∗) line, the conver-

sion from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic phase has started and some fraction of

the antiferromagnetic phase remains metastable as can be seen from the relaxation

measurements in figure 6.6. For the sake of brevity, we have confined our attention

only on the zero-field-cooled history of the sample where we have always approached

from the low temperature antiferromagnetic state. So this region of the phase dia-

gram is marked as metastable AFM + converted FM. The (H,T)onset (AFM to FM)

line will coincide with the (H∗∗,T∗∗) line only in case of ideal first order transitions,

which is rarely the case for real samples. During the back transformation by reducing

the field or temperature, the same region would have metastable ferromagnetic phase

coexisting with converted antiferromagnetic phase.

From the phase diagram shown in figure 6.8, the anomalous features in the isother-

mal magnetization measurements can be explained as follows. In zero field at 270 K

(figure 6.3), the initial state of the sample is the stable antiferromagnetic state. Dur-

ing an isothermal magnetization measurement, the sample follows the path 1 shown

in figure 6.8. When the field is reduced back to zero, the sample crosses the limit of

metastability for the ferromagnetic phase and is completely converted back to single
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phase antiferromagnet. This state is just the same state as the starting point of field

cycle in figure 6.3, where the sample was a single phase antiferromagnet. The mag-

netization thus retraces the same path in subsequent field cycles as that of the virgin

curve and the envelope curve overlaps the virgin curve in figure 6.3.

For the magnetization measurement shown in figure 6.4, the starting condition

is completely antiferromagnetic (as the SC FM state is not accessible for the zero-

field-cooled history). The sample follows path 2 in the H-T plane during the first field

increase (virgin curve). When the field is reduced back to zero, some amount of the

ferromagnetic phase can be supercooled as the sample cannot cross the (H∗,T∗) line.

The sample has now the stable antiferromagnetic phase coexisting along with the su-

percooled ferromagnetic phase. This supercooled ferromagnetic phase is then carried

over in the subsequent field cycles and results in a higher magnetization compared to

the virgin curve. The virgin curve thus lies outside the envelope curve and is lost for

subsequent isothermal field cycles at this temperature. To get back the virgin curve,

the sample has to be cooled in zero field well below (H∗, T∗) line, where it would be

in stable antiferromagnetic phase, and then warmed back to the desired temperature

in zero field.

At 305 K (figure 6.5), the conversion from the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic

phase has already started and some fraction of the sample is in the superheated anti-

ferromagnetic phase (see figure 6.6(a) and related discussion). During the isothermal

field excursion, the sample follows path 3 in the H−T plane. With the application of

field, most of the superheated antiferromagnetic phase state gets converted to stable

ferromagnetic phase and a very little portion still remains in the antiferromagnetic

state (the transition is not yet complete till 5 T). On reducing the field back to zero,

the stable ferromagnetic phase only gets partially converted back to the antiferro-

magnetic state and gives rise to a situation where a stable ferromagnetic phase is

now coexisting along with a reduced amount of metastable antiferromagnetic phase
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(see figure 6.6(b)). The subsequent field cycles now start with this situation as the

starting condition and thus the envelope curve has a higher magnetization than the

virgin curve. The virgin curve is then lost for isothermal field excursion at 305 K.

The extent of the virgin curve lying outside the envelope curve would thus depend

on the initial condition of the two competing phases in the H − T phase space.

This can be seen from figure 6.7. As the temperature increases, the fraction of

the ferromagnetic phase starts growing. At higher temperatures, the magnetization

mostly arises due to the dominant ferromagnetic phase thus giving rise to a lower

value of ∆M in figure 6.7.

It can thus be seen that the interesting thermomagnetic history effects can be

explained suitably on the basis of a disorder broadened first order transition. Similar

history effects like the virgin magnetization curve lying outside the envelope curve

have been observed in case of epitaxial films of Fe-Rh grown on various substrates.86

The history effects for those samples can also be explained if the corresponding H-

T phase diagram is constructed in a similar fashion as we have described above.

The above discussion does not assume any arrest of the reverse ferromagnetic to

antiferromagnetic transition83,85,87–91 or any special nucleation dynamics related to

the the microscopic interaction or microstrucure86 and relies only on generic features

across a disorder influenced first order transition. Our interpretation of the history

effects seen in Fe-Rh shows that a thorough understanding of the H−T phase diagram

for a system undergoing first order magneto-structural transition is important if a

proper initial state in the H − T phase space has to be decided for any technological

application.
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6.3 Influence of history effects on the functional

properties

Having explained the thermomagnetic history effects in the Fe48Rh52 alloy in terms

of phase coexistence across a disorder influenced first order magneto-structural tran-

sition, we now study how these history effects have an impact on the functional

properties like the giant magnetocaloric effect and giant magnetostriction. These

history effects highlight the importance of understanding the general properties of a

phase coexistent state if such a material is to be used for technological applications

which demand repeatable behaviour. We see that if the initial state of the tempera-

ture or field cycle is beyond the limits of metastability, repeatability can be achieved

irrespective of the number of cycles.

6.3.1 Magnetocaloric effect in Fe48Rh52

Magnetic refrigeration using the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) in solids has attracted

attention because of its higher efficiency and for being safer for the environment in

comparison to the conventional vapour compression cycle.30,92,93

The conventional magnetocaloric effect refers to the refrigeration (cooling) achieved

by an adiabatic decrease of magnetic field (known as adiabatic demagnetization). To

achieve refrigeration in a sample, the magnetic field is first applied isothermally to

align the magnetic moments in the direction of the field. This reduces the entropy

of the spin degree of freedom. The sample (or the working material) is then isolated

thermally from the surroundings to create an adiabatic environment. The field is then

reduced back to zero. This removal of field misaligns the magnetic moments and the

spin entropy increases. However, in an adiabatic process the entropy is conserved and

the increase in spin entropy is compensated by the decrease in the lattice entropy.

This leads to a drop in temperature of the lattice and thus the working material. The
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Figure 6.9: Schematic of magnetic refrigeration based on the magnetocaloric effect and a com-
parison with the conventional vapour compression cycle. Reproduced from http://en.wikipedia.

org/wiki/Magnetic_refrigeration

schematic of the field temperature cycle to achieve refrigeration with a comparison

to the vapour compression cycle is shown in figure 6.9. In this schematic, a refrigera-

tion cycle based on only the adiabatic (instead of isothermal) application of field and

the adiabatic demagnetization (leading to refrigeration) are shown for presenting an

analogy with the vapour compression cycle.

Materials which show a large MCE near room temperature are of particular inter-

est for commercial refrigeration.92,93 Quite a few materials are now identified which

show a large MCE at or near room temperature.93–96 The common underlying cause

of a large MCE in all these materials is thought to be a first order magneto-structural

phase transition. In such cases it is estimated that the change in the lattice entropy

accounts for almost half of the total entropy change across the transition.97

The Fe-Rh alloy which undergoes a magneto-structural transition is also known

to exhibit a giant MCE near room temperature.25 However, it was believed that the

97
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giant MCE in Fe-Rh vanishes after the virgin cycle and does not show reproducibil-

ity.25,30,31,95 In the previous section we have seen that the virgin magnetization curve

lying outside the envelope curve is just an outcome of a disorder influenced first order

phase transition and is not limited to only the Fe-Rh alloy system. Fe-Rh indeed

shows reproducible magnetic-field and temperature response if the starting point of

the experimental cycle is chosen properly in the H−T phase space. The reproducible

response was however confined to the temperature range below 270 K, where the value

of MCE is quite small and thus not of much technological importance. At temper-

atures above 270 K, the virgin magnetization curve is lost after the first field cycle,

which was thought to be the reason of vanishing of MCE in Fe-Rh.25,30,31 Building on

the earlier understanding of the reason behind the thermomagnetic history effects in

Fe48Rh52, we now estimate the MCE in Fe48Rh52 for various such histories. We show

explicitly that Fe48Rh52 can give rise to reproducible MCE around 300 K even if the

virgin M −H curve lies outside the envelope magnetization curve. This reproducible

MCE can be achieved by a proper combination of the isothermal and adiabatic field

variation cycles, which depend on the history of the sample in the H−T phase space.

The magnetic entropy is estimated by using the integral Maxwell relation approx-

imated for the M − H curves measured at discrete temperature intervals:98

∆Sm ≈
1

∆T

[

∫ H

0

M(T + ∆T,H
′

)dH
′

−

∫ H

0

M(T,H
′

)dH
′

]

(6.1)

Thus the area under the isothermal M − H curve from 0 to upper limit H (5 T

in our case) at a particular temperature T can be subtracted from the area under the

M − H curve at a higher temperature T + ∆T to estimate the change in magnetic

entropy at the temperature (T + ∆T/2). As seen from the H − T phase diagram in

figure 6.8, if the working temperature of Fe48Rh52 is to be confined between 280 K and

360 K, which could be of interest for magnetic refrigeration near room temperature,

the virgin curve will always be outside the envelope curve (see for example figures
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6.4 and 6.5). Each isothermal measurement during the field-increasing cycle thus

gives two curves, the virgin curve and the envelope curve. This gives rise to four

mathematical combinations for calculating the ∆Sm. These are,

1) area under the virgin M − H curve at T to be subtracted from area under the

virgin M − H curve at T + ∆T ,

2) area under the virgin M − H curve at T to be subtracted from area under the

envelope M − H curve at T + ∆T ,

3) area under the envelope M − H curve at T to be subtracted from area under

the virgin M − H curve at T + ∆T , and

4) area under the envelope M − H curve at T to be subtracted from area under

the envelope M − H curve at T + ∆T .

The MCE in Fe-Rh is inverse, i.e. the sample cools by the adiabatic increase of

field instead of adiabatic demagnetization.25 If the adiabatic field-increasing cycle is

started at the zero-field point of path 3 in figure 6.8, the sample reaches at the µ0H =

5 T point at a lower temperature (say path 2). When the field is reduced isothermally

along path 2, some amount of ferromagnetic phase will remain trapped (supercooled)

as discussed earlier. This means that even if the adiabatic cycle is started in the virgin

state at higher temperature, the low temperature state corresponds to the envelope

curve. Thus the second mathematical possibility of subtracting the area under the

virgin M − H curve at T from the area under the envelope curve at T + ∆T cannot

be achieved physically and has to be ruled out. Also, the first possibility from the

above list would be difficult to achieve physically but we still retain it for the sake of

comparison.

Figure 6.10 shows the change in entropy ∆Sm as a function of T for the three

possible histories listed above for a field excursion of 5 T . The variation in MCE

clearly shows history dependence. Such history dependence in MCE has earlier been

observed in case of Ni50Mn34In16.
99 It can be clearly seen that when the difference
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Figure 6.10: Magnetocaloric effect (change in entropy) in Fe48Rh52 as a function of temperature
for a maximum field excursion of µ0H = 5T. The change in entropy is calculated for three possible
histories of the sample. See text for details.

between the areas of a) the virgin curve at higher temperature and b) the envelope

curve at lower temperature is taken, the MCE reduces drastically compared to the

differences in areas of the virgin curves at the same temperatures. This is exactly what

was noted by Annaorazov et al.25 and has later been accepted generally. Annaorazov

et al. had to cool their sample below 270 K and come back to the working temperature

to achieve a the same value of magnetocaloric effect, which they had interpreted as

a vanishing of the magnetocaloric effect. We however see that if the difference of

areas between two envelope curves is taken, the MCE actually increases marginally

compared to the virgin cycle. Thus for a refrigeration cycle using Fe48Rh52, the first

field-increasing and decreasing cycle at higher temperature needs to be isothermal.

The adiabatic field-increasing cycle can then be carried out during the second field

increase to achieve a high entropy change. The other advantage of using the second

field cycle for magnetic cooling is that the hysteresis loss is reduced compared to the

loss on the virgin cycle. This can be seen from figure 1, where the envelope curve

encloses a smaller area compared to the virgin curve.
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If the envelope curve is used for magnetic cooling, the refrigerant capacity of

our Fe48Rh52 alloy is estimated to be 378.62 J kg−1 by using the method given by

Pecharsky et al.100 with Thot = 311.8 K and Tcold = 268.6 K . The Thot and Tcold are

taken to be those temperatures where ∆Sm is half of the peak value of ∆Sm on the

envelope curve in figure 6.10. The average hysteresis loss in the temperature range

between Thot and Tcold on the envelope curve is 54.2 J kg−1. If the hysteresis loss

is subtracted from the refrigerant capacity, the Reff turns out to be 324.42 J kg−1

which is larger than that of Gd5Si2Ge2 and quite comparable to that of Fe doped

Gd5Si2Ge2.
101 Furthermore, the advantage of Fe48Rh52 is that the working temper-

ature is around 300K which is important if this system is to be used for magnetic

refrigeration near room temperature. Schemes for cooling cycle102 and heat-pump cy-

cles103 using the Fe-Rh alloy have been proposed recently. Our study on the history

dependence of MCE in Fe48Rh52 could be used to suitably modify the isothermal and

adiabatic cycles for magnetic refrigeration.

By studying the history dependence of the magnetocaloric effect in the giant mag-

netocaloric Fe48Rh52 alloy, we have solved a long standing problem of the vanishing

MCE in this material. The history dependence in magnetization is explained in terms

of generic features observed across a first order transition like phase-coexistence and

metastability, without considering any microscopic interaction specific to Fe48Rh52.

Contrary to the long held belief, the magnetocaloric effect in the Fe-Rh alloy system

does not vanish if the field-temperature history of the sample is chosen properly. Re-

producibility in magnetocaloric effect can be achieved if the envelope curve is used

instead of the virgin curve for magnetic cooling.

6.3.2 Large refrigerant capacity in Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh

Having established the dependence of MCE on the thermomagnetic history followed to

reach the starting point of a refrigeration cycle, we now see if the working temperature
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Figure 6.11: Magnetization of Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh as a function of temperature in a magnetic field of
10 mT.

range can be tuned by appropriate substitution of the elements. It is known that

addition of small amount of Ni leads to the lowering of the antiferromagnetic to

ferromagnetic transition temperature.21

This tunability of the first order transition makes this alloy system an interesting

candidate for room temperature refrigeration. In this section, we present the results of

MCE measurements on Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh by using isothermal field-dependent magne-

tization in two protocols and also temperature-dependent magnetization in constant

magnetic fields and compare all these three methods. The importance of choosing the

starting point of the magnetization cycle by taking into account the thermomagnetic

history effects has recently been addressed in a few other systems,104 where the ear-

lier reports had grossly overestimated the MCE. These case studies104 and our work

discussed above highlight that the MCE can be either overestimated or underesti-

mated if the thermomagnetic history effects are not taken into account during the

calculation of MCE. A similar effect was seen in case of Ni-Mn-In alloy where the

refrigerant capacity depends on the protocol chosen to reach the starting point of the

field-temperature cycle.99

Figure 6.11 shows the M − T curve in an applied field of µ0H = 0.01 T. The

sample was first cooled down to 4.2 K in zero field and the field was applied after-
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wards. The measurement was done during warming the sample up to 350 K. For

brevity, only the region near the phase transition is shown in figure 6.11. The onset

of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition takes place at about 260 K and

proceeds over a large temperature interval of about 80 K. A large thermal hysteresis

is observed across the transition while cooling, which confirms the first order nature

of the transition. The quasi-continuous transition also enables to estimate the MCE

using the Maxwell’s thermodynamic relation without the complications of handling

the mathematical discontinuities during differentiation.104

The Maxwell relation to estimate the change in entropy is given by:

∆Sm =

∫ H

0

(

∂M

∂T

)

H
′

dH
′

, (6.2)

which, for isothermal magnetization measurements at discrete temperatures can be

expressed as equation 6.1. We first use equation 6.1 to estimate the change in entropy

from isothermal M −H measurements. ∆T in our case is 1 K. Figure 6.12 shows two

representative isothermal M − H curves at T = 250 K and T = 270 K. For all the

M−H measurements, the sample was first cooled in zero field down to a temperature

well below 150 K where the sample is completely in the antiferromagnetic state (see

figure 6.11). The temperature was then increased unidirectionally till the desired

value in zero field. The onset of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic metamagnetic

transition at 250 K takes place at about µ0H = 1.5 T. A large hysteresis is observed

during the field-decreasing cycle which indicates that the ferromagnetic phase can

be supercooled.105 As we have seen in the earlier section on thermomagnetic history

effects, the supercooled ferromagnetic phase persists even when the field is reduced to

zero and thus the final state of the first field cycle is no longer the same as the initial

antiferromagnetic state. During the second field increase (the envelope curve), the

persisting ferromagnetic phase gives a higher value of magnetization compared to the

virgin state as we have seen earlier in the case of the parent Fe-Rh alloy. Subsequent
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Figure 6.12: Magnetization of Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh as a function of field at (a) 250 K and (b) 270 K.

field cycling retraces the envelope curve and the virgin curve is lost for that particular

isothermal M − H curve.

Figure 6.12(b) shows the M −H curve at T = 270 K, where the conversion from

the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic phase has already started. At 270 K the

sample is in the phase coexistent state even at zero field (see figure 6.11). Thus the

initial condition is quite different as compared to that of the M −H curve at 250 K.

Once again during the field decreasing curve, some portion of the ferromagnetic phase

remains supercooled till µ0H = 0 and gives a higher magnetization on the envelope

curve. Thus all the isothermal M − H measurements in the temperature regime

covering the range from just below the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition

till the completion of the transition, give rise to two different sets of field-increasing

curves. This leads to four possibilities of using the M − H curves for estimating the

entropy change as we discussed earlier. We had shown earlier that the envelope curves

are more suitable for the estimation of MCE as the virgin curve is lost after the first

field cycle.
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Figure 6.13: (a) Derivative of magnetization of Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh with respect to temperature at
two representative fields µ0H = 1T and 3T . (b) Plot of derivative of magnetization with respect to
temperature at T = 260K as a function magnetic field.

Another method to estimate the MCE is to use equation 6.2 directly by measuring

temperature dependent magnetization in various fields. In this method, the deriva-

tives of magnetization with respect to temperature at various fields are calculated

first. Figure 6.13(a) shows the plots of derivatives of magnetization with respect to

temperature at two representative field values. The values of the derivatives (∂M/∂T )

at a particular temperature are then plotted as a function of magnetic field. Figure

6.13(b) shows one such representative curve at 260 K. The area under the curve of the

∂M/∂T as a function of H, thus gives the entropy change as described in equation

6.2. It should be noted here that the M −T curves which are used for the estimation

of MCE are the warming curves which start from the lowest temperature where the

sample is in the stable antiferromagnetic state. Thus the estimated values of MCE

using this method can differ from the values estimated from the isothermal M − H

curves, where at some temperatures the starting point of the field cycle is the phase

coexistent state.
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Figure 6.14: The magnetocaloric effect in Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh as a function of temperature for a field
excursion of µ0H = 5T , estimated from isothermal M − H and constant field M − T curves. See
text for details.

Figure 6.14 shows the MCE as a function of temperature for a field excursion of

µ0H = 5 T calculated by using both the M −T as well as the M −H measurements.

As discussed earlier, four different mathematical possibilities exist for the estimation

of MCE using the M−H curves, out of which only two are physically possible. One of

the physically possible field cycles to achieve cooling, where the virgin curve at T +∆T

and the envelope curve at T are used, appears to drastically reduce the MCE (see

figure 6.10). Therefore, this possibility is not considered in figure 6.14. However, one

mathematical possibility, i.e. the use of virgin M −H curves at both T +∆T and T is

considered along with one physically possible cycle of using the envelope M−H curves

at both T + ∆T and T . The MCE estimated in two different protocols by using the

M −H curves is compared with the MCE estimated from M −T measurements. The

MCE is slightly overestimated when isothermal M−H curves are used for calculation,

but does not differ drastically with the value calculated from M − T curves. Also

it should be noted that there is no counterpart of the envelope M − H curve in the

M − T measurements as these two are done under entirely different thermomagnetic

histories. As we had argued in the earlier discussion, the envelope curve is the most
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6.3 Influence of history effects on the functional properties

Table 6.1: Refrigerant capacities of Fe-Rh based alloys for a field excursion of 5 T.

Material Method of Thot Tcold RC Reff

estimation (K) (K) (J kg−1) (J kg−1)

Fe48Rh52 Menv(H) 311.8 268.6 378.62 324.42

Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh Menv(H) 307.1 230.5 542.95 492.8

Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh M(T ) 305.7 229 473.41 –

suitable for achieving a reproducible refrigeration cycle. It also yields the maximum

MCE out of the three different methods of estimation.

The refrigerant capacity can be calculated by taking the full width at half maxi-

mum of the ∆Sm(T ) curve following the method by Pecharsky et al.100 The compar-

ison of the refrigerant capacity for the parent Fe-Rh and Fe0.975Ni0.025Rh for a field

excursion of µ0H = 5 T is shown in table 6.1. The refrigerant capacity estimated

from the virgin curve is about 510.45 J kg−1, with the hot end at about 309.8 K

and the cold end at about 227.2 K. However, the virgin cycle cannot be used for

practical purpose and we have not included it for the sake of comparison in the ta-

ble. As we can see from the M − H curves in figure 6.12, the hysteresis is smaller

when the envelope curves are considered. The average hysteresis loss on the envelope

curves in the working temperature range is about 50.15 J kg−1 which gives an effec-

tive refrigerant capacity of 492.8 J kg−1 for a field excursion of 5 T. For comparison,

we consider the refrigerant capacities of two well known systems which show a large

MCE near room temperature, namely Gd5Ge1.9Si2Fe0.1 and MnFeP0.45As0.55. The

effective refrigerant capacity estimated by following the same method100 in case of

Gd5Ge1.9Si2Fe0.1 is 355 J kg−1 for a field excursion of 5 T.101 The refrigerant capacity

in case of MnFeP0.45As0.55 is about 390 to 400 J kg−1 for a field excursion of 5 T.94

However, the hysteresis losses are not reported in case of MnFeP0.45As0.55 and the ef-

fective refrigeration capacity would be lesser than this value. The effective refrigerant
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capacity in the parent Fe-Rh alloy from our earlier work is about 324.4 J kg−1. Thus

Ni doping seems to provide a considerable improvement in terms of the refrigerant

capacity of the Fe-Rh based alloy system.

One of the possible reasons for the increase in the refrigerant capacity of Fe-Rh by

the addition of Ni, is the influence of disorder on the width of the first order transition.

It was shown that quenched disorder can round-off the discontinuity across an ideal

first order transition, resulting in a broad transformation regime.4 It appears that

small amount of Ni adds to significant amount of disorder in the alloy composition,

giving rise to a broader transition compared to that of the parent alloy. In case of

the parent Fe-Rh alloy prepared under identical conditions of melting and subsequent

heat treatment used for the present sample, the onset of the antiferromagnetic to

ferromagnetic transition takes place at nearly 300 K and is completed by about 360

K (see figure 6.1). In case of the Ni doped sample, the onset of the antiferromagnetic

to ferromagnetic transition takes place at nearly 260 K and gets completed at about

340 K (the closure of hysteresis on heating, see figure 6.11). This extra 20 K width of

the transition results in a large gain in the refrigerant capacity, even though the peak

value of the MCE is slightly reduced compared to the parent alloy (see figure 6.10).

It is also interesting to see that Ni substitution does not merely add disorder to the

parent alloy but also influences the electronic structure, thereby changing the onset of

the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition temperature. Thus Ni substitution

provides a method of not only tuning the working temperature range, but also the

width of the transition which in turn results in a large refrigerant capacity. Similar

effects have been observed in case of Fe substitution in Gd5Ge2Si2.
101
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6.3.3 Thermomagnetic history effects in giant

magnetostriction of Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh

In this section we explore yet another functional property in a Fe-Rh based alloy,

which is the giant magnetostriction. Magnetostrictive materials are a class of smart

materials that can convert the magnetic energy to elastic energy and vice versa.106

This useful property of such materials finds application in many diverse areas like

linear and rotational motion control,107,108 sonar transducers,108 tuning of supercon-

ducting radio frequency cavities109 etc. Most of these applications are based on the

conventional phenomenon of ferromagnetic domain alignment with the application

of magnetic field that leads to a volume change (see figure 6.15). Some of the ferro-

magnetic shape memory alloys, which undergo an austenite to martensite transition

also show a very large linear striction of the order of 9.5% which is due to the re-

arrangements of cystallographic variants in the martensitic phase by the application

of magnetic field.110 The coupling of magnetic and elastic degrees of freedom, which

is the basic requirement for magnetostriction, opens up a possibility of observing

field and temperature induced strain across first order magneto-structural transition

where large volume changes in the lattice are accompanied with a change in magnetic

structure. Thus the study of magnetostriction in Fe-Rh alloy could be particularly

interesting. In the previous chapter we have seen a large strain across the tempera-

ture driven transition in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh. The history effects for multiple temperature

cycling inside the hysteretic region were modeled by correlating the Preisach model

of hysteresis with the framework of disorder influenced first order transition.

Earlier in this chapter we have seen the history effects in magnetization when the

first order transition is driven by two thermodynamic variables like temperature and

magnetic field. Here we show similar thermomagnetic history effects in the giant mag-

netostriction, which could provide important information related to the technological

application of such materials. Figure 6.16 shows the linear strain in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh as
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Figure 6.15: Schematic of the conventional magnetostriction.

a function of temperature in the presence of different values of applied magnetic field.

The transition temperature shifts to lower values by the application of field. This

indicates a possibility of a field-induced transition at constant temperature. Figure

6.17 shows the strain as a function of magnetic field at 170 K, where the sample is in

the stable antiferromagnetic phase at zero field (see figure 5.1). The temperature was

approached by first cooling down the sample in zero field to well below 100 K and

then by heating unidirectionally till 170 K. Here the strain is defined with respect to

the value of length in zero field at the temperature of measurement. An abrupt in-

crease in strain is seen at around µ0H = 2 T which marks the onset of a field induced

transition.
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Figure 6.16: Linear strain in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh as a function of temperature in different values of
applied magnetic field.
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Figure 6.17: Strain as a function of magnetic field in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh at 170 K. (a) Minor hysteresis
loops initiated on the field increasing cycle and (b) Minor hysteresis loops initiated on the field
decreasing cycle.

The transition is quite broad and is not completed till the maximum field limit of

our apparatus (5 T). A giant magnetostriction of about 0.3% is seen at 170 K. The

MHLs during both the field increasing and decreasing cycle once again indicate the

presence of phase coexistence across the transition. The transition is reversible and

the strain is completely recovered when the field is reduced back to zero.

Figure 6.18 shows strain as a function of field at 200 K and 240 K. For both these

measurements, the same protocol of reaching the desired temperature explained for

figure 6.17 was followed. In both these measurements we see that the strain is only

recovered partially on the field decreasing cycle. The subsequent measurements lead

to only a smaller change in the strain compared to the first field increasing cycle. The

first field increasing cycle or the virgin curve is lost for that particular temperature

of measurement. To recover back the virgin curve, the sample has to be cooled well

below 170 K in zero field and then heated back to the desired temperature. We have

discussed similar thermomagnetic history effects in magnetization measurements on

the parent Fe-Rh alloy in the earlier part of the chapter.

These thermo-magnetic history effects can be understood by using the H − T

phase diagram shown in figure 6.19 which is quite similar to figure 6.8. This diagram
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Figure 6.18: Strain in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh as a function of field at (a) T = 200K and (b) T = 240K.

is constructed by measuring the values of the four onset temperatures (described in

the earlier chapter) during ε(T ) measurements in various fields. The same notation

of (H∗, T ∗), (H,T )onset(AFM to FM), (H,T )onset(FM to AFM) and (H∗∗, T ∗∗) is used

here as well.

The isothermal measurements in figures 6.17 and 6.18 are shown as vertical lines

1, 2 and 3 in this diagram. The isothermal path at 170 K starts from a stable

antiferromagnetic phase and returns back to the same stable state. Thus the strain

is completely recovered in that isothermal measurement cycle. The isothermal path

at 200 K starts just at the onset of the antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition

in zero field and thus almost entire sample is in the stable antiferromagnetic phase in

zero-field. However, during the field decreasing cycle, the sample does not transform

completely back to the antiferromagnetic phase as it does not cross the (H∗, T ∗)

line. Some portion of supercooled ferromagnetic phase still persists, which leads to

a higher value of strain at zero field. The subsequent field increase starts from this

higher value of strain due to the phase coexistence of stable antiferromagnetic and

unconverted ferromagnetic phase. This leads to the virgin cycle getting lost after the

first field decrease. At 240 K in zero field, the conversion from the antiferromagnetic
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Figure 6.19: Field-temperature phase diagram of Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh constructed from strain mea-
surements in different fields. The vertical arrows represent the isothermal measurements shown in
figures 6.17 and 6.18.

to ferromagnetic phase has already started. The starting point of the isothermal cycle

is itself not a stable single phase state. On the return path, only a small amount of

the ferromagnetic phase gets converted to antiferromagnetic phase and the sample

does not return back to its initial condition. These thermomagnetic history effects,

which arise due to the influence of disorder on the first order transition, thus govern

the functional use of the material. A proper path in the H − T phase space needs

to be chosen to reach a proper initial condition so as to get the desired value of the

output parameter.

6.4 Summary

The thermomagnetic history effects discussed in this chapter highlight the impor-

tance of understanding the influence of disorder on first order transitions. The study

of the history effects in magnetization enabled us not only to solve a long stand-

ing problem of the vanishing magnetocaloric effect in Fe-Rh alloy, but also allowed

us to propose a proper path to be followed in the field-temperature phase space to

reach the initial condition of a reproducible refrigeration cycle. This discussion was
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shown to be applicable for any material which undergoes a first order transition as

a function of temperature and magnetic field as we did not consider any microscopic

interaction specific to only Fe-Rh alloy. The tunability of the magnetocaloric effect

was also shown by adding small amounts of Ni in the parent alloy. A large effec-

tive refrigerant capacity at room temperature, which is probably one of the largest

achieved so far in this temperature range, was observed and the role of disorder was

discussed in this connection. Interesting history effects were also observed in the giant

magnetostriction which are quite similar to those observed in magnetization. Under-

standing these history effects should enable us to predict the behaviour of materials

undergoing multiple field-temperature cycles, which is necessary for any technologi-

cal application. We believe that our studies presented here will provide information

which will be useful in tuning the functionalities of materials undergoing first order

phase transitions.
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Chapter 7

Glassy dynamics in magnetization

across the first order phase

transition in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh

7.1 Introduction

In the earlier chapters we have seen the influence of disorder on the first order phase

transition and how the functional properties, especially their repeatability, depend

on the history effects that arise as a result of disorder. We also saw that by adding

disorder one could tune the working temperature range and the width of the transi-

tion to obtain desirable properties. However, increasing the disorder may not always

tune the desired properties in a monotonic manner but can lead to an entirely new

phenomenon as we see in this chapter. Here we present the results of magnetization

relaxation measurements across the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition in

Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh. The higher concentration of Ni appears to have an effect of arresting

the kinetics of the first order ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic phase transition.

This kinetic arrest of the first order phase transition gives rise to a glass-like nonequi-

librium state. As we discuss in this chapter, the crossover from crystallization-like

dynamics to glassy dynamics can be tracked by measuring isothermal time dependent
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magnetization at various constant temperatures on the temperature decreasing cycle

across this ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition.

A structural glass is defined as that state of liquid where the viscosity has in-

creased due to the slowdown of molecular motion to an extent that is beyond the

laboratory time scales.111 This phenomenon is not limited to only liquids but has also

been observed in other systems like amorphous solids112 and orientational glass.113,114

Recently a similar kinetic arrest of first order ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic

transitions in a wide variety of systems has been reported.47,60,85,87,89,91,115,116 This

generality of the observed phenomenon in case of magnetic transitions, which is irre-

spective of the underlying interactions, has lead to the coining of a new term known

as the magnetic-glass.60,115–117 This magnetic-glass has a different magnetic response

as compared to the conventional reentrant spin glass.118

The inference of a magnetic-glass state has been based mostly on the thermo-

magnetic history effects across the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition, with

relatively few studies60,115,116 highlighting the nature of time dependence of magneti-

zation across the glassy transition. In this chapter we present the results of magnetic

relaxation measurements on Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh as the sample transforms from the fer-

romagnetic state to the antiferromagnetic state. We see a combination of two types

of relaxation processes which can be inferred to arise from a crystallization-like dy-

namics (the conversion from the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic state) and the

viscous slowdown or the kinetic arrest of the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic tran-

sition. We study the details of the dynamics across the first order ferromagnetic to

antiferromagnetic transition to see if such crossover of relaxation processes is indeed

a general phenomenon encompassing a newer kind of glassy system i.e. the magnetic-

glass. The magnetic-glass state has been recently identified through its characteristic

thermomagnetic irreversibility in the Pd doped Fe-Rh alloy.119 Here we show that Ni

doping in Fe-Rh can also lead to the formation of magnetic-glass.
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7.2 Thermomagnetic irreversibility in

magnetization of Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh

Figure 7.1 shows magnetization as a function of temperature in an applied field of 10

mT under different thermomagnetic histories. In the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) protocol,

the sample is cooled from above 300 K to the lowest temperature in zero field. The

field is then switched on and magnetization is measured during warming up the

sample. After reaching above 300 K, the magnetization is measured while cooling the

sample unidirectionally without switching off the field. This measurement protocol is

known as field-cooled-cooling (FCC). Once the lowest temperature is reached during

the FCC, the sample is warmed up again in the same constant applied field. The

resulting M − T curve is denoted as the field-cooled-warming (FCW) curve.

The rise in magnetization at around 180 K (see inset of fig. 7.1) in the ZFC

curve), marks the onset of the transition from the antiferromagnetic to the ferromag-

netic phase. On cooling from above 300 K there is a marked hysteresis across the

transition, which is typical of a first order transition. On further cooling down to the

lowest temperature, we observe that the transition is not complete and the FCC mag-

netization curve does not merge with the ZFC magnetization curve (see inset of fig.

7.1). The FCC magnetization curve would have merged with the ZFC magnetization

curve in the event of completion of the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition.

This thermomagnetic irreversibility (TMI) gives the first indication that the kinetics

of the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition are arrested.60,87 However, such

TMI between the ZFC and FCC magnetization curves can also arise in case of a spin

glass120 and in case of systems with long range ferromagnetic order.121 The possibility

of a spin glass transition or ferromagnetic impurity is ruled out in the present system

in our subsequent discussion as we see the results of M − T measurements in higher

field. The FCW magnetization curve deviates from the FCC curve at around 75 K
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Figure 7.1: Magnetization of of Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh as a function of temperature in an applied field of
10 mT. Inset shows the thermomagnetic irreversibility on an expanded scale at lower temperatures.
See text for details related to measurement protocols.

and then merges with the ZFC curve much above 225 K.

The TMI between the ZFC and FCC curves, which was visible only on an expanded

scale at 10 mT, opens up with the application of higher fields as can be seen from

the M −T measurement presented in figure 7.2. The applied field in this case is 5 T.

At intermediate values of applied field, the irreversibility between the ZFC and FCC

magnetization curves increases with the increase of field. This nature of TMI is clearly

opposite to the trend observed in case of spin glass118 and ferromagnets.121 It has been

shown that such thermomagnetic history effects are the outcome of the kinetics of the

first order transition getting arrested by the application of magnetic field,118 resulting

in a magnetic-glass. The antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition temperature

also shifts down to lower values with the application of higher fields. Such lowering of

transition temperature in Ni doped Fe-Rh with the application of field has also been

observed earlier in the work of other authors as well.21

We now focus on the kinetics of the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic transition

in the Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh alloy during the FCC protocol by observing the time dependent

magnetization at certain representative temperatures. The temperatures at which
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Figure 7.2: Magnetization of Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh as a function of temperature in a magnetic field of
5 T. The open circles indicate the temperatures at which, magnetic relaxation measurements are
performed during the field-cooled-cooling cycle.

these measurements are performed are indicated as open circles on the FCC curve

in figure 7.2. Each of these temperatures was approached by cooling unidirectionally

from 300 K in a field of 5 T. Once the target temperature was reached with minimal

undershoot (about 0.4K), magnetization was measured as a function of time for a

period of about 4000 sec.

7.3 Time dependence of magnetization in

Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh

Figure 7.3 shows the normalized magnetization as a function of time at two relatively

high temperatures where the conversion from the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic

phase is in the initial stages. All the measured values of magnetization are normalized

with respect to the magnetization at time t = 0, i.e. the first measurement point

after the stabilization of temperature. The normalized magnetization can be very
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Figure 7.3: Normalized magnetization of Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh as a function of time on the FCC cycle
at (a) 130 K and (b) 110 K. The solid line is the fit to the data using equation 7.1.

well fitted with a power law given by the following equation:

M(t)/M0 = −1 + 2tγ. (7.1)

The value of γ is negative when the transition takes place on the cooling cycle i.e.

from the higher magnetization state to the lower magnetization state. In chapter 4,

which discussed the nucleation and growth dynamics across the first order transition

in Ni doped Fe-Rh, we had shown the same power law to hold true for a relaxation

process when one of the phases is a ferromagnet (see equation 4.1). This power law

relaxation is thus a manifestation of the metastability across a first order transition,

a process similar to the crystallization of solid from melt when the melt is sufficiently

undercooled.66

On reducing the temperature further, the relaxation no longer can be explained

using equation 7.1 but has to be fitted with a combination of two kinds of relaxation

laws. As can be clearly seen from figure 7.4, the initial rapid decrease of magnetization

within the first few seconds of measurement has now changed to a much gradual fall.

This indicates a crossover from a short-time relaxation process to a long-time process.

The relaxation in this intermediate temperature range, instead of a single law, can
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Figure 7.4: Normalized magnetization of Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh as a function of time at a) T = 80 K
and b) T = 70 K. The solid is the fit to the data using the combination of power law and stretched
exponential given in equation 7.2.

be explained with a combination of the following laws:

M(t)/M0 = A1(T )(−1 + 2tγ) + A2(T )(exp[−(t/τ)β]), (7.2)

where β ranges from 0.6 to 0.9 and τ is the time constant of the relaxation process.

At higher temperatures, β is more close to 0.6 whereas it goes near 0.9 at lower

temperatures. β appears to increase with decreasing temperature but the trend does

not seem to be strictly monotonic.

A1(T ) and A2(T ) are the temperature dependent weight factors for the power law

and stretched exponential parts of equation 7.2 respectively, which give an indication

of which relaxation process is dominant at a particular temperature. The stretched

exponential function is a characteristic of glassy dynamics,111 and has been used

earlier for explaining the time dependence of magnetization observed during the for-

mation of magnetic-glass in various systems like doped CeFe2 alloys,60 NiMnIn based

off-stoichiometric Heusler alloys,115 and Gd5Ge4.
116 The use of the stretched expo-

nential in equation 7.2 is justified from the nature of thermomagnetic irreversibility

shown in figures 7.1 and 7.2 and the inferred glassy state during the corresponding
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Figure 7.5: Normalized magnetization of Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh as a function of time at a) T = 50K
and b) T = 30K. The stretched exponential term in equation 7.2 dominates over the power law,
indicating a complete arrest of the phase transition.

discussion. The power law in equation 7.1 is retained in equation 7.2 as the glassy

state has not completely formed as can be seen from the magnetization results pre-

sented in figure 7.2. The validity of equation 7.1 is shown theoretically for interacting

ferromagnetic dots68 and the use of stretched exponential is shown to apply for vari-

ous classes of glass forming materials.111 Such two kinds of relaxation behaviour have

been observed during the simulation of nucleation and growth of solid copper from

liquid.122 A similar crossover between two different kinds of relaxation patterns dur-

ing the crystallization and glass formation process in certain organic liquids has been

observed experimentally.123

At further lower temperatures, the stretched exponential completely dominates

over the power law indicating a complete arrest of the transition (see figure 7.5). At

very low temperatures, the overall change in magnetization is quite less and is close to

the noise level and drift of our magnetometer. A proper fit to the experimental data

becomes quite difficult to achieve in this temperature regime. However, it is observed

that the relaxation takes place over time constants (τ) well beyond the laboratory

time scales, indicating the well formed glassy state.111
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7.4 Metastabilities of two kinds in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh

Before dealing with the temperature dependence of the time constant τ in the stretched

exponential of equation 7.2, we look into the temperature dependence of both the

weighing factors A1(T ) and A2(T ) in figure 7.6. The factor A1 is the coefficient of the

power law term in equation 7.2. Thus A1 represents that amount of the metastable

phase which is not arrested or follows the normal crystallization process. Here the

conversion of the ferromagnetic state to the antiferomagnetic state is taken to be

analogous to the crystallization of solid from melt as discussed earlier. Similarly A2,

which is the coefficient of the stretched exponential term, represents the fraction of

the metastable state which follows glassy dynamics. In the fitting procedure of the

experimental relaxation data, A1 and A2 are constrained by the condition A1 + A2

= 1 over the entire temperature range so that they can be related to the the rela-

tive weights of the two relaxation processes across the transition. However, it should

be noted that A1 and A2 added together do not represent the entire sample vol-

ume and thus they do not signify the individual phase fractions relative to the entire

sample volume. Rather, they individually indirectly signify those fractions within the

metastable unconverted ferromagnetic phase that follow either the crystallization-like

or glassy dynamics.

A plot of A1 and A2 as a function of temperature in figure 7.6 thus gives a qual-

itative picture of how the crystalline and glassy phases evolve with temperature out

of the unconverted ferromagnetic phase. It can be seen that the glassy dynamics ap-

pear just below 110 K, after a substantial amount of ferromagnetic phase has already

been converted to the equilibrium antiferromagnetic state (See figure 7.2). We come

back to these evolutions of A1 and A2 with temperature and correlate those with

the dynamics within the unconverted ferromagnetic phase, during the subsequent

discussion.
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7.5 Competition between growth and arrest

in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh

Figure 7.7 shows the temperature dependence of the absolute value of γ which is

the exponent of the power law described in equation 7.1. The value of γ indicates

the extent of relaxation over a certain time period. A non-monotonic behaviour of

γ as a function of temperature shows a crossover from nucleation to growth of the

crystalline phase as we had discussed in chapter 4. As we had argued there, the extent

of relaxation increases during the initial stages of transition where the formation of

newer nuclei is the dominating process. At later stages of the transition, these nuclei

coalesce to form bigger clusters and the growth of the product phase now dominates

over the creation of newer nuclei. This leads to a non-monotonic extent of relaxation

as a function of temperature. Similar nucleation and growth dynamics is the basis

of the Avarami model for crystallization of solid from melt,66 which we discussed in

chapter 4. It is interesting to note that the peak in γ occurs at nearly 80 K (see figure

7.7), till which the formation of newer nuclei of the crystallization process is still
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Figure 7.7: The temperature dependence of the absolute value of γ which is the exponent of power
law in equation 7.1. The line is a guide to the eyes.

the dominating process during cooling. While the nucleation of the product phase

is mostly dominated by the competition of the surface tension and free energy, the

growth of the crystalline phase depends largely on the viscosity of the background

matrix in which the nucleus has to expand.124 Thus crystallization usually proceeds

at the rate of the slowest process, nucleation or growth.124 Therefore, the drop in the

value of γ (fig. 7.7) can be taken as a crossover from nucleation to growth of the

antiferromagnetic phase. At nearly similar temperatures (or slightly below), there

is a substantially rapid increase of the arrested (glassy) phase within the metastable

phase (see figure 7.6).

The rapid formation of the glassy phase almost coinciding with the crossover from

nucleation to growth can be understood if we take into account the heterogeneous

nucleation arising in a disorder influenced first order transition.4 The heterogeneous

nucleation creates interfaces between the coexisting phases involved in the transition.

The onset of kinetic arrest or glassy dynamics is linked to the decrease in mobility of

these interfaces of the coexisting phases.125 The growth also can be arrested because

different mismatched crystallites come into contact with each other leading to an

overall slowdown of the crystal domain growth.124 Such a situation has indeed been
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Figure 7.8: The temperature dependence of the time constant τ in the stretched exponential term
of equation 7.2. The solid squares are the experimental data. The solid line is a fit to the data using
equation 7.3. See text for details.

observed experimentally by local imaging using a scanning probe microscope in case

of lamellar growth of crystals in a semicrystalline-amorphous polymer blend.126 The

combined results of figures 7.7 and 7.6 indicate a similar situation where the growth

of the product phase actually influences the kinetic arrest of the transition itself. This

observation marks a departure from the KJMA model of crystallization where it was

assumed that the growth of the crystalline phase is proportional to only the untrans-

formed phase and is not hindered by the previous growth. Our results show that if a

substantial amount of disorder is present, it can lead to a situation where the growth

of the product phase itself prohibits the further growth of the stable low temperature

phase. Further experiments are now required to correlate this observation of hindered

growth with the famous Kauzmann paradox (or the entropy crisis) where the system

prefers to fall out of equilibrium to avoid a situation where the crystalline phase may

have negative entropy at low temperatures.111

Liquids which undergo glassy transitions are categorized as strong or fragile de-

pending on the how the viscosity or the time constant of the stretched exponential

varies with temperature.111 With analogy to this framework, in our case the liquid

state corresponds to the ferromagnetic phase.
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The temperature dependence of τ follows the Arhenius function given by:111

τ = Ae(E/KBT ), (7.3)

where E is the activation energy and KB is the Boltzmann constant. Figure 7.8 shows

the temperature dependence of τ along with the fit to equation 7.3. The Arhenius

functionality of the time constant indicates that the ferromagnetic phase behaves as

a strong glass forming liquid. This is in contrast with the case of the Ce(Fe, 4% Ru)2

alloy that behaves as a fragile magnetic-glass former.60

7.6 Summary

To study the effect of increasing disorder on the first order transition, we have stud-

ied the magnetic relaxation behaviour across the ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic

transition in Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh alloy. We see a distinct crossover from the power law

corresponding to the crystallization process to the stretched exponential behaviour

corresponding to glassy dynamics. The time constant of the stretched exponential

follows the Arhenius functionality which is similar to the case of strong glass forming

liquids. The temperature dependence of the exponent in the power law relaxation

corresponding to the crystallization process exhibits a distinct non-monotonic be-

haviour indicating a crossover from nucleation to growth mechanism. A substantially

rapid increase of the arrested (glassy) fraction within the metastable phase almost

coincides with this crossover from nucleation to growth. We conjecture that this co-

incidence results from the disorder influenced nature of the first order ferromagnetic

to antiferromagnetic phase transition in the Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh alloy. The heterogeneous

nucleation in such disorder influenced first order phase transition is expected to create

interfaces between coexisting phases. The onset of kinetic arrest or glassy dynamics in

the Fe0.955Ni0.045Rh alloy is possibly linked to the decrease in mobility of these inter-
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faces, indicating to a situation where the growth of the product phase influences the

kinetic arrest of the transition itself. This observation is a marked departure from the

Avrami model of crystallization where the transformation rate is independent of the

product phase. This observation could be useful for optimizing the level of disorder

to be introduced to achieve the desirable functional properties.
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Chapter 8

Summary and future outlook

8.1 Summary

The work presented in this thesis was primarily motivated with the need to under-

stand the unsolved problem in literature of the vanishing magnetocaloric effect in

the Fe-Rh alloy system. It was known earlier that this alloy system undergoes a

first order magneto-structural transition occurring as a function of temperature and

magnetic field. Some of the technologically important functional properties like the

giant elastocaloric effect, giant magnetostriction, giant magnetoresistance and ther-

mally assisted magnetic recording with artificial structures based on Fe-Rh, were also

known from the literature. We believed that such wide range of functionalities could

possibly be governed by the underlying first order magneto-structural phase transi-

tion. Based on our earlier background knowledge in the area of disorder influenced

first order transitions and the related history effects (see for example the review by

Roy and Chaddah11), the Fe-Rh alloy system provided a natural choice to extend

these ideas and understand the core issue behind the vanishing magnetocaloric effect.

Our approach in this thesis has been to follow the thread of disorder influenced first

order transitions and the associated concepts of phase coexistence and metastability.

In this work, the phase coexistence and metastability across the first order transition
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in the parent Fe-Rh alloy were imaged at sub-micron length scales to highlight the

fact that these features are generic to any first order transition and are not limited

to only manganites showing colossal magnetoresistance. The correlation between

the elastic and electronic degrees of freedom, which is essential for giving rise to

multi-scale phase coexistence, was explicitly imaged using magnetic force microscopy.

Theoretical models originally proposed for manganites to explain phase coexistence

were shown to be applicable to the Fe-Rh alloy system, highlighting the generality of

this phenomenon.

The other generalization that was attempted, was to find the similarity between

the nucleation and growth dynamics across a first order transition with the crystal-

lization process of solids. We proposed a conjecture to take the area of the minor

hysteresis loops across the hysteretic region as a measure of the phase fraction of

the product phase during the transition. This conjecture enabled us to generalize

the nucleation and growth dynamics as a function of time during the crystallization

process of solids, to that of a general first order transition that is driven by tempera-

ture and magnetic field. The identification of phase fraction from bulk measurements

was based on the assumption of individual pockets of the sample having their own

independent hysteresis loops across the transition. This assumption was tested by

modeling the minor hysteresis loops generated under multiple temperature cycling

across the first order transition in one of the Fe-Rh based alloy. The Preisach model

of hysteresis, which was originally proposed for explaining the hysteresis in ferromag-

nets, was correlated with the landscape picture9,64 of transition temperatures during

a first order transition. History effects in the physical properties when the transition

is driven by a single variable could be modeled reasonably well.

The history effects in Fe-Rh when the transition is driven by two variables like

the temperature and magnetic field were explained within the framework of disorder

influenced first order transition. It was shown that any material which undergoes
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a first order transition induced by two thermodynamic variables would show similar

history effects. The magnetocaloric effect was estimated by following different histo-

ries in the field-temperature phase space and it was shown that the vanishing of the

magnetocaloric effect was actually a misinterpretation of the thermomagnetic history

effects. A protocol was also proposed to achieve a reproducible magnetocaloric effect

by approaching the initial condition of the field temperature cycle in a proper manner.

We could thus solve this long-standing problem, which was the primary motivation

behind this thesis. The understanding of these history effects was used to obtain a

large refrigerant capacity at room temperature in a Ni doped Fe-Rh alloy, which is

probably the largest in any material at this temperature. Similar thermomagnetic

history effects were also observed during the magnetostriction measurements.

Different kind of thermomagnetic history effects were observed across the temper-

ature driven transition when the amount of disorder is increased in form of higher

concentration of Ni doping. The kinetics of the first order ferromagnetic to antiferro-

magnetic phase transition appear to be arrested in such cases. It was found that the

product phase itself might influence its further growth thereby leading to the arrest

of the kinetics of the first order phase transition, which is similar to a glass-like state.

This result is of particular importance as it shows that mere addition of disorder may

not always lead to a desirable tuning of the functional property of interest, but may

actually lead to an entirely new phenomenon.

8.2 Future outlook

The utility of disorder in tuning the functional properties of materials, especially Fe-

Rh based alloys, undergoing first order transition was established during the course of

the work presented in this thesis. As a natural outcome of the present work, the future

work would be to characterize the exact nature of this disorder and attempts to make
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samples with controlled disorder. During the measurements of physical properties

of these future control samples, some of the heuristic arguments presented in this

thesis would hopefully be rigourously tested. As we had pointed out in chapter 5,

the effect of disorder on the dynamics of a first order transition at different length

scales can provide interesting information for achieving the desired properties from

such materials. Another direction of the future experiments could be related to the

understanding of the nature of microscopic interactions between the elements of solids

undergoing first order magneto-structural transitions, so that newer materials can be

designed with desired functionalities.
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